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Sammanfattning
.

När ett rikstäckande Supervision And Data Acquisition (SCADA) nätverkssystem ska
utformas, innehållandes alla tänkbara anslutningar och platser, är det eftersträvansvärt
att kunna konfigurera alla delar från en central plats. Denna rapport undersöker därför
huruvida det skulle vara en bra idé att placera intelligenta noder ute i anläggningarna,
som både kan kontrolleras centralt och självständigt sköta kommunikationen med meka-
tronisk utrustning på ett sätt som med de nuvarande enklare maskinerna inte är möjligt.

Det som talar emot en sådan lösning är huvudsakligen att placera ut mer avancerad
utrustning i en bergsanläggning med sin mer krävande miljö och sämre datauppkoppling.
Ett av målen med rapporten är att göra en djupgående studie av hur den Meddelande-
Orienterad Middleware (MOM) Network Message Exchange (NMX) fungerar och hur
databandbreddsbehovet varierar med behovet av datainsamlingspunkter.

Studien visar att nätverksanvändningen växer linjärt med antalet datainsamlingspunkter
och att varje sådan punkt kräver ungefär 9 bytes per sekund, oavsett hur ofta värdet på
den ändras. Detta innebär att med ett 56kbps modem på 80% användningsgrad, kan en
anläggning ha runt 500-600 insamlingspunkter. Detta borde vara tillräckligt för anläg-
gningar med en sådan uppkoppling.

Slutligen rekommendares, baserat på denna studie, att den föreslagna topologin kan an-
vändas, men med några tänkvärda problem som följd, bland annat att se till att tillräcklig
bandbredd finns tillgänglig och att hårdvaran är anpassad till miljön.
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Abstract

When designing a country-wide Supervision Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)
network software including all sorts of connections and locations, it is desirable that
everything should be configurable from the central parts of the system. This report aims
to investigate whether it would be a good idea to place an intelligent node at these remote
locations that can both be controlled centrally and has the capabilities of communicating
with all sorts of mechatronic devices on site.

What contradicts this solution is mainly the issue of putting a more complex machine in a
rock shelter and the data connection available. This report aims to give an in-depth study
on the Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM) Network Message Exchange (NMX) and
how the network bandwidth needs based on the amount of acquitted data correlates.

This study shows that the network usage grows linearly with the number of supervised
data items, and that each such data item requires approximately 9 byte per second of
bandwidth, regardless of the value change frequency of the items. This means, using a
56 kbps modem connection at a reasonable 80% utilisation, one facility can have around
500-600 data items, which is considered enough in most cases.

The recommendations concluded from the study are that the suggested topology can in-
deed be used, but that there are some issues worth considering when doing so, such as
making sure the available bandwidth is sufficient and the remote site is a good environ-
ment for the chosen hardware.
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1. Introduction

The nature of some system implementations requires them to be extensively distributed,
for example for geographical reasons. This would add quite a lot of issues to the usual
network application design trouble list, issues such as limited band width on certain
connections, limited connectivity in time as maybe the most costly, if the connection to
the remote site is lost, someone might physically have to go there and repair it.

The system in focus for this report cover all of those and is distributed all over Sweden.
It is a monitoring system for Swedish military facilities and also has some actuation built
into it for special cases. Used as a platform is the message-based SCADA application
Wonderware System Platform. This report aims to discuss and measure this system to
see how it works and what its limitations are and how to best design a system on it.

1.1. Terminology

There will be a set of symbols frequently used in this report. These are listed in Figure 1.
Explanations can be found throughout the text.

Server

Terminal

Modem

BR   DERSEN B2000

open-i
IMCE Open-I SNMP

Switch

Router

Database

Firewall

PGAI Firewall PGAI

AE
VE
GR
InT

Application Engine

View Engine

Galaxy Repository

InTouch Client

WAN

TS Terminal Server

Figure 1: Network symbol key. These symbols will be used throughout the report.
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1.2. Background and Problem Description

Saab Security and Defense Solutions, has delivered various systems for the Swedish
Defense over more than fifty years. One of these systems handles remote data acquisi-
tion and control of different devices in geographically spread facilities (such as backup
power generators, radars, moisture and temperature sensors, tank level measurements
and more). The system has evolved through the years and now relies on a commercially
available platform from the American vendor Wonderware, owned by Invensys Systems
Inc[26]. The currently used platform is however not a complete solution and requires ad-
ditional adapter software for communication with the devices as well as communication
protocol converters. This limits flexibility as well as the possibility to configure differ-
ent parts of the system from a central location (a lack that adds both cost and consumes
time and resources). It can be seen as a set of distributed mechatronic subsystems held
together by integration software.

With this in mind, and the release of a new platform from the vendor mentioned above,
Wonderware System Platform (referred to as the platform or WSP), the people at Saab
started to develop a new concept based on that specific system. The system provides
device integration, a distributed middleware and a framework for building graphical pre-
sentation layer applications. The part that remains to add is the specific device integra-
tors which are the modules included for communication with I/O Systems (Input/Output
systems, devices which are use as interfaces between the computers and sensors and ac-
tuators), and if necessary some additional adapters. The main task however is to learn
how to deploy and manage the platform in an efficient and stable way.

To be able to get a picture of the actual system in question two figures showing the
current and a possible future set up have been included, Figure 3 and Figure 4 on pages
13 and 14. The platform is a SCADA1 platform (more about SCADA in Section 2.1.1),
built to be run either stand-alone or distributed onto several computers, divided into
engines, one or more on each computer, referred to as nodes in the distributed network.
The platform itself is used to acquire, push, process, transport and present the data of
interest. The data itself is gathered from input devices that records digital representations
of real-world states such as an error, temperature within limits, perimeter breach etc. and
can be both sensor data as well as system status indications.

What a SCADA system really does, besides from gathering, is automating, storing and
logging the inputs and outputs. It also presents this information to the operator. The
power lays in providing a framework visualising the thousands or tens of thousands of
I/O items in a way that is graspable and easy to understand for the operator. This is

1SCADA, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition [3]
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done by grouping items together and providing different parts with different priorities
and sometimes user based viewing conditions. That way the operator can get an good
view of what is most important at the moment (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Example of a SCADA presentation used in the SCADACOM system.

In the current system (see Figure 3), the platform relies on several protocols and adapters
in between (not all shown in the figure). For example, the servers called Communication
Nodes use a proprietary protocol called SuiteLink [14] and therefore is not part of the
platform, hence not remotely configurable by the platform. On the other side of these
nodes, there are interfaces for various protocols used at the remote site, transmitted via
modem connections. The system does not support remote configuration for the remote
sites, but there are in some cases third party software for doing so.

In the system desired (see Figure 4), which is being investigated, most of these prob-
lems are eliminated and the configuration of most parts are made part of the distributed
platform, by the help of which also configuration from anywhere within the platform is
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made possible. The IP network used, FMIP2, has to be extended to reach the remote
sites This can be done using tunnels and converters and the telephone lines already used
for communication with the sites.

The concept of configuration can refer to any parameter at any part of the system need
to be set up in order for communication or adaption to work without errors and in an
optimal fashion. The functions of those parameters are not included in this report. The
platform holds possibilities to build adapters for the protocols of different devices (some-
times referred to as drivers). This can be done using the .NET Platform [19] (or at least
great parts of it[13]) by Microsoft. If they are built and run within the platform, their
parameters as well as the program is part of the platform and therefore also deployed
with the platform, an action doable from anywhere on the network.

The research question is to look at the possibilities of extending this platform, the WSP,
to include the most peripheral parts of the network, thereby being present at the remote
sites. This brings several benefits:

• The ability to deploy configurations onto the facilities remotely.

• The facility will run independently when the connection is lost and update the
system on re-connection.

• A presentation layer application can be run locally when needed.

• One or sometimes more hub, conversion or adapter applications may be omitted.

From change comes also a few obstacles:

• The connections to the facilities are a varying quality and up-time. There is no
information of the impacts of this on the platform.

• Adding more hardware also adds more possible sources of failure.

• The protocol used for middleware intercommunication (MX [13]) is proprietary
and very undisclosed but based on MSMQ which is more openly documented [18].
This however makes analysis more difficult.

2Försvarsmaktens IP-nät, the IP network of the Swedish Defense
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Figure 3: Simplified view of the current system with two sample facilities.
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Figure 4: One example of how the system will look like in the future.
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1.3. Purpose

The purpose of the project is to determine how capable the platform is to run under the
given circumstances as providing the functionality expected from it, both in theory and
reality. The project therefore aims to:

• Investigate the consequences of decentralizing the platform.

– Gain knowledge of message-based middleware.

– Learn how to estimate the platform’s capacity based on both infrastructure
and messaging strategies.

– Evaluate if this is sufficient for the desired functionality and when it ceases
to be.

– Determine, based on the protocols used, if the platform can lock up or heav-
ily drop in performance due to the limitations of the connections, and when
as a function of number of nodes, connection speeds and topology.

– If applicable, perform a simulation and analyse the results.

• Verification by sample implementation on an embedded PC is preferred.

1.4. Delimitations

In order to delimit the project reasonably the following delimitations applies:

• Wonderware System Platform must be used.

• Modifications only in the local level of the network infrastructure (within the fa-
cilities).

• The project does not cover security issues, security implemented by tunnelling.
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2. Subject Description

In this section a set of concepts touched by this report will be explained, with emphasis
on the SCADACOM system, the overall focus of this study.

2.1. Definitions of Concepts

The report mentions a few concepts that are maybe not familiar to the reader. Here
follows some short definitions of those, which you can skip if you feel comfortable with
networking and automation.

2.1.1. SCADA Systems

SCADA is short for Supervision Control And Data Acquisition [3] which plainly means
a system that can control peripheral systems’ actuators such as motors, valves and lights,
while collecting data from their sensors such as temperature, pressure and level meters
as well as motion detectors. These inputs and outputs can also be internal states of
the peripheral systems (error or operational states). The peripheral systems are those
systems that provide a function and meaning of having systems. These can be PLC:s3,
SNMP I/O:s, serial Input/Output Systems or operational devices with remote control
capabilities, usually serial or based on the Internet Protocol (IP [9]). The report will go
deeper on this further on in Section 2.2.4.

2.1.2. Networking Concepts

Many data communication protocols and other networks standards are used to make
integration with all kinds of different systems possible. Networks are often defined with
the OSI model [2] in mind, as it plainly divides the protocols in different layers. In
Figure 5, The OSI model can be seen as well as which of some of the protocols named
in this report falls into which of the layers. The three bottom layers are often referred
to as the lower layers and they provide the essential building blocks of the Internet. The
three green layers are called the higher layers and their function is for example to sustain

3Programmable Logic Controller, an electronic unit for control applications in industrial or other operational
environments with sensors and/or actuators.
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a session (a network “conversation”4), necessary code base translation (from and to what
the application wants and some byte string that can actually be sent) and on the highest
level data structure used by the application itself. What the exact purposes are varies
with the combinations of layers. For example In between the lower and the higher level
is the Transport Layer which acts as a sort of glue making it possible to apply the higher
level functions using the lower level layers basic functionality.

Figure 5: The Open System Interconnections Model (OSI Model) and how some of the
protocols discussed falls within its definitions.

The Physical Layer is sufficient to build a point-to-point connection. It defines the
rules for how single bits are sent.

The Data Link Layer originally provided mechanisms only for two-point connections
such as error detections (usually with a checksum). On Ethernet-based nets there
are however two sub-layers included in the Data Link Layer, the Logical Link
Control (LLC) and the Media Access Control (MAC) sub-layers. In combina-
tion these two provide both the ability to detect hardware transmission errors and
letting more than two nodes share the same medium for communication.

The Network Layer provides an abstract addressing space which makes it possible to
have numerous sub-networks as with routing interconnecting them. The Internet
uses IP, the Internet Protocol [9].

The Transport Layer is responsible for keeping a connection consistent between two
nodes by keeping track of what connection it is and where in it they currently

4There can be a higher lever conversation regardless of whether the lower lever layers sustain a session
themselves or not.
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are. To be consistent it also needs to be assured that the correct data is received,
the same data that was sent that is. This is done using some kind of checksums
combined with rules for resending the data upon inconsistency.

The Session Layer handles the session which is the current discussion. This may in-
volve security functions such as log in with password authentication and of course
the clean initiation and termination of the more abstract connection that the ses-
sion represents.

The Presentation Layer is responsible for the encoding and decoding between differ-
ent codes. For example the application handles plain ASCII encoded bytes while
the communication requires something more restricted that can be packeted more
easily, allowing for example a message termination sequence.

The Application Layer is the layer that gives the communication meaning, being the
adapter to the application itself. It determines what can be done from remote and
who is permitted to do it. File transfer may also be implemented here.

What must be said now when the entire OSI model is presented is that it is rarely used
as an exact model for how communication should be built. The lower layers are quite
general and serve most needs for describing a network protocol hierarchy, but when it
comes to the application-related higher layers it is unsuitable to generalize in the way
sought for in this model. The different tasks of the layers often are taken care of but not
by separate protocols.

As an example, the protocol used by WSP for asynchronous messaging, NMX (see
Section 2.1.4.3 for details), operates on top of TCP/IP which is a combination of Network
and Transport layer protocols TCP and IP, does not represent only a session, but does
together with WSP solve the tasks of all the three higher layers.

2.1.3. Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM)

Message-Oriented Middleware is a type of network communication system utilising
distributed queues to share information between applications on a network[8]. These
queues are generally called channels and can be populated with data from one or more
producers. This information is then abstractly packed and distributed to the applications
that has signed up as subscribers. The data is packed as a message with in the MOM
and this entity is considered atomic, a property the MOM must ensure. The MOM also
ensures the delivery of the message as well as the consistency of the data. This leaves no
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communication issues is left for the application to handle except for the fact that com-
plete and lasting outage will of course obstruct data to be delivered. The MOM can help
in this situation by raising events upon delivery and/or failure.

2.1.3.1. Basic Operation The process of sending a message from one application
to another is from the application perspective very simple. If assumed that the receivers
are registered as subscribers of a specific channel, the producer application should only
have to push the message to that channel and then forget about it. The subscriber is later,
when the message is delivered, notified of that event and can then process the contents
of the message.

Figure 6: Data distribution from producer to subscriber.

Under the hood a lot more is happening, but basically it can be described as the flow
in Figure 6. The adapter module in the producer application gets some data that is
packed into a message package. This package may not be split by the message system,
much like an envelope is not opened by the postal service. The package also contains
address information, but only on an abstract level, meaning which channel and under
what constrains and other directions it should be handle. It could be requirement of
a deliverance receipt or priority values. Then the system, which consists of a piece
of software installed on all included machines, translates the abstract level address to
regular network addresses for all subscribers and sends it to all its destinations packed
at network packages. At the subscriber side that same piece of software is of course
present and it receives and unpacks the network package. The adapter for the subscriber
application is notified and fed with the message, which it opens. The data can now be
given to the application.

2.1.3.2. Advantages Message-oriented middleware solves a lot problems for many
use cases where communication between application is needed without the fuzz of cre-
ating a new protocol and re-inventing the wheel of inter-application communication.
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However, it is not a general best solution for all problems. Here follows a brief sum-
mary of some advantages and drawbacks worth considering when designing a network
application.

Figure 7: The difference in utilisation between synchronous (A) and asynchronous (B)
communication. It can be seen that the asynchronous event-driven solution can
utilise the time in a better way since it does not have to wait for the reply.

• The responsibility of the deliverance is moved from the application to a separate
third party system. This makes it possible to test the two parts separately and
brings down complexity on the application side.

• Some MOM systems are portable and support a variety of platforms, making it
easier to tie arbitrary systems together.

• The communication is asynchronous, meaning application never has to wait for
the finishing of the transmission, unless the situation requires it for some other
reason. The application can continue to do something else as soon as the message
has been handed over to the local message system client and later notified when
there is a reply, if it wishes. This encourages event-based programming which is
much more CPU-efficient than a poll-based waiting approach. See Figure 7.

• The impact of throttling is handled more efficiently since the requests are queued
and processed by separate processes. Throttling causes unresponsiveness of the
service when it can’t handle both the receiving and the processing of messages at
the same pace they arrive.

• User application of MOM systems enjoy reliable communications with features
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such as message atomicity, persistence of messages (backed up to hard drive),
delivery control with notification.

• MOM systems can support disconnected operation where nodes only have com-
munication in certain, sometimes sporadic, time windows as the messages are
queued while off line and suddenly fired away whenever a connection appears.

• A client application only have to connect to the MOM system, and not all other
application it might want to communicate with. This is called mediation[6].

2.1.3.3. Disadvantages

• As always when implementing asynchronous communication, especially over net-
works, the programming model quickly becomes very complex and hard to debug[8].

• The order of the messages in a sequence is not necessarily retained. There are
however mechanisms to achieve this.

• An asynchronous system is not very good at handling synchronous calls. It can be
partly imitated using an event-based approach but the timing can never be handled
the same way.

• An intelligent system requires some work to be done under the hood such as keep-
ing track of subscribers, maintaining queues and their priority and handling re-
sends. This adds some noticeable overhead which in some cases might be unac-
ceptable, especially for large amounts of data. Best practices are to avoid doing
initial data replication over a message system and stick to synchronisation opera-
tions only. The initial replication can be done using complementary file sharing
for example.

• Most messaging systems have limited support since every integration point re-
quires some sort of compatible adapter. This can in some cases mean a complete
vendor lock-in.

2.1.3.4. Available Systems There is a great variety of available MOM systems.
Most major software platforms today have a message-based communication system in
their toolboxes. For example the Microsoft Windows Platform, now using the .NET
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framework, has MSMQ[18] and Biztalk5, Oracle have Oracle AQ6 and now since the
acquisition[20] also JMS7. JMS is widely used, since Java is as well, which also makes
is widely supported on different platforms.

There are also numerous specialized messaging systems, especially for building business-
related web applications that connects a web interface with legacy warehouse, econom-
ical and decision support systems. Messaging systems are often the link that connects
several systems and this makes it possible to take advantage of the joint information
flows of them[8].

2.1.3.5. Usage in SCADACOM Message-based communication is well used in the
core system of SCADACOM, the Wonderware System Platform, as the main way of
syncing information and states throughout the system[12] as well as for logging. This
separates the application running on each node from the communication system which
can focus on routing information and keeping everyone up to date. Deployment, the
process of rolling out a new configuration is however made through CIFS, as MOM
systems scale badly when large data chunks suddenly are supposed to be transported.
In such situations it is of the essence to have little data overhead[8]. The roles of the
different software in SCADACOM from a MOM perpective can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: The SCADACOM system from a MOM perspective.

5Microsoft Biztalk Server, an enterprise MOM with extensive platform adapter support for other platforms.
See http://www.microsoft.com/biztalk/en/us/overview.aspx.

6Oracle Advanced Queueing, see http://download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B10500_01/appdev.920/a96587/qintro.htm
7Java Message System, see http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/jms/index.html.
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2.1.4. Protocols

In the system of interest for this experiment, the WSP, there are a handful of protocols
worth monitoring. These will thoroughly be described below.

2.1.4.1. IP - Internet Protocol The Internet Protocol (IP) has two main purposes [9]:

• Addressing between hosts that resides on different local area networks.

• Fragmentation of packets in case of it being a requirement from the lower layer
protocols.

The most apparent of these two is the first, which countenance is the IP address, a 32-bit
fixed length address8 used to provide unique identifiers for interfaces connected to the
Internet or locally unique on a local area network (LAN). The main feature is however
to provide addressing that spans over several networks, Internetworking, hence the name
Internet.

Like other protocols, IP adds one or more headers to the data that should be sent. A
header contains all the information needed to make the addressing and fragmentation
possible. In the IP case this includes source and destination addresses, TTL9, data size
and a header checksum which is used to control the integrity of the header data. No
validation of the actual data is done by the IP protocol, since it is a task for transport
layer protocols.

The reason to have more than one header is if the data should be sent to another network
than the local one. The first header addresses the Gateway which then strips that header
and uses the second header to send it again, with a new Gateway header if needed. The
total size of a header is 64 bytes and one packet (header plus data) may carry up to
65535 bytes of data. When streaming data with full packets the overhead is very small
but often there are limitations of networks and interface as well as data spawning timing
that limits the practically used data size. The standard however requires all interfaces to
accept 512 bytes of data. The overhead can thus be less than one pro mille while sending
full packages and when sending empty ones, all transmitted bytes are overhead.

8There are two versions of IP currently in use, v4, used in the FMIP network and thus the target of this thesis
and v6, used in parallel on the Internet at the moment and planned to take over due to its more generous
address space (128 bits compared to 32 bits).

9TTL or Time to Live is a number set by the source and then decremented by one at each interface it passes
on the way to the destination. When the value reaches zero, the package is destroyed. This is done to
elimination address loops.
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2.1.4.2. TCP - Transfer Control Protocol The Transfer Control Protocol (TCP)
does exactly what the name suggests, it controls the data transfer. This is done so that
certain guarantees can be given of the transactions, such as data consistency and deliv-
erance. The basic functionality of TCP is [10]:

Basic Data Transfer The ability to get data from host A to host B, whether the host
are on a local network or two interconnected networks. TCP also provides a push
function which guarantees the reception of the message from the senders point of
view.

Reliability TCP keeps a sequence of numbers in a network communication in order to
make sure that the packages are in the correct order and not duplicated. Every
package sent requires an acknowledge (ACK) package in return which also tells if
the package received was intact or broken, which is checked with help from a data
checksum. If needed the sender will resend the data, which provides guaranteed
deliverance of the correct data as long as no-one deliberately tampers with the
packages between the hosts.

Flow Control When streaming data the receiver may for each acknowledgement give
a limit of data allowed to send after that package by the sender. This limit can be
renewed any number of times and makes a tool for the receiver to limit the stream
data rate and utilize no more of the local bandwidth than needed.

Multiplexing Any number of processes on a host may use the TCP sockets (interfaces
to higher level protocols) concurrently. The sockets are, like file descriptors, are
controlled by the host’s Operating System or on devices without such the imple-
mented TCP stack itself.

Connections TCP uses the concept connection as an established data channel between
two sockets, neither more nor less. The connection concept enable both that of
Flow Control and Reliability by providing a coherent conversation.

Precedence and Security TCP provides functionality of precedence and security la-
beling within the TCP header.

On the Operating System level the TCP socket that interfaces the process with the TCP
is equated with a file socket that connects a process to the hard disk drive. It is used
with simple commands to open, close, read and write. The communication is done
asynchronously with the help from buffers which means that the processes do not need
to wait for the network to get “free” before it can send, that is done by the TCP.
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TCP is very commonly used both in local networks as well on the Internet, for example
as transport layer for HTTP10, Telnet11, SSH12 and many other application layer proto-
cols.

2.1.4.3. Network Message Exchange (NMX) NMX, or Network Message Ex-
change [13][22], is the message based communication system used to distribute infor-
mation throughout WSP while running, such as alarm state, user input and system log-
ging and monitoring. The protocol uses TCP port 5026 and the contents are encrypted.
A quick glance at some messages hints that the protocol supports aggregation[8], which
makes it more interesting to look at the data amount sent rather than the number of
packages.

2.1.4.4. SuiteLink SuiteLink is used for IO Server Communication as well as some
InTouch communication[12]. The protocol is registered as WWIOTALK13 and resides
on TCP port 5413. SuiteLink is proprietary and now the standard way of starting a
communication chain from WSP to an I/O system. Almost no devices talk SuiteLink so
various adapters must be used in order to complete the communication chain and make
a connection. However, SuiteLink carries the same quality and time-stamping features
as OPC, which makes translation between those two protocols reliable. These features
include data quality, sub-status (a kind of error/status code used to give a reason to the
quality) and a limit field that describes how the measured value in the message lies
compared to the sensors physical limitations.

2.1.4.5. Microsoft Windows Protocols The operating systems from Microsoft
currently in use for SCADACOM are Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP. Both
uses the network to some extent in order to keep synchronised and aware of each other.
All nodes always keep in touch with the domain controllers. This is done using a number
of internal protocols and these will be examined with regards to performance later on.
The interesting Microsoft Windows related protocols are

10HTTP, Hypertext Transfer Protocol, used for web pages.
11Telnet, a simple remote command line interface.
12SSH, Secure Shell is an encrypted remote command line interface with capability of tunneling and other

useful things. Mostly used in UNIX environments.
13Registration of TCP/UDP user ports (1024-49151) should according to RFC6335 be done with

IANA, which WWIOTALK is. See the web page http://www.iana.org/assignments/
service-names-port-numbers/service-names-port-numbers.xml for more details and links to
other related RFCs.
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CIFS or Common Internet File System, the standard way of file and folder sharing in
Windows systems. TCP port 445 is used for this.

RPC DCOM Remote Procedure Call, used for function calls between programs over
the network using TCP port 135. This feature can be use both by the operating
system and by third party applications.

RPC Dynamic port range RPC can use more ports if available and needed. These
ports are limited to TCP ports 6000-6050.

Netbios Nameserver for addressing and awareness of other machines and more on
UDP port 137. UDP supports broadcast packets and is because of that well suited
for node discovery.

Netbios Session The actual data session, where transmission control is required is
found on TCP port 139.

2.1.4.6. Microsoft Terminal Services (RDP) Microsoft RDP (Remote Desktop
Protocol) is a lightweight terminal server protocol used natively by all Windows versions
since Windows XP. The protocol uses TCP port 3389.

2.1.4.7. MSSQL - Microsoft SQL Server Microsoft SQL Server is Microsoft’s
database server and currently the only one supported by WSP and InTouch for logging
and Galaxy Repository (development database). The Server uses these two TCP ports
for communication:

• SQL Server/Client, TCP 1433

• SQL Browser, TCP 1434

2.1.4.8. SNMP - Simple Network Monitoring Protocol SNMP, Simple Network
Management Protocol, has become a popular standard for data acquisition and control
of PLC and other such devices. It is used for its flexibility and that it is an open standard.
On the downsides, a lack of security is most commonly mentioned, however here that
is not a problem since the traffic is in our case tunneled for all wide area connections.
SNMP runs synchronously on UDP port 161 and asynchronously on UDP port 162. [11]
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2.2. The SCADACOM System

This section aims to describe and visualize both what is published about how the SCADA
platform software used, the Wonderware System Platform (WSP), works and what can
be concluded from working with it.

The main purpose of WSP is to gather, process and structure information about system
as well as measured real world states collected by various interfaces, in order to present
what is relevant at the moment for a number of different users. The processing part also
involves automation. The platform can be distributed onto many computers by dividing
the Objects (that correspond to systems or infrastructural entities) into Areas held by
one or more Application Engine (AppEngine). One computer can in turn host one or
more of these AppEngines. An Area with its object is atomic and can only be ran in one
AppEngine. However, the whole AppEngine can be replicated with a redundant copy
on another computer that takes over in the case of a system failure, but that does not
distribute the functionality of the AppEngine during normal use, thus does not provide
any load balancing or smart object distribution.

The Object stores information not only about the system, system part or real world object
it reflects but also details on how to acquire and manipulate the same using hardware
and software on or connected to the host computer of its AppEngine. Hardware can be
an serial or Ethernet-based I/O interface with analogue and digital (bistate) inputs and
outputs. Software can be adapter applications that on the other side uses a protocol WSP
understands, for example SuiteLink[14], and on the other side some other proprietary
protocol not understood by WSP, but necessary to communicate with certain devices (for
example Wonderware’s OPCLink translating from OPC14 to SuiteLink). With a great
variety of vendors from a great span of time (about 50 years) and a lot of proprietary
protocols, the system integration quickly becomes a complex puzzle.

The processing of the state changes can be both poll-based (synchronous15) or event-
driven (asynchronous) depending on what adapters and interfaces models are using.
Preferably all processing is poll-based as it keeps the Engine main loop working un-
interrupted. The loop takes generally about a second or two to complete a full revolu-
tion. The developer however needs to be careful since it is possible to write synchronous
scripts that time out and cause the loop to be much slower. Such scripts should always
be asynchronous.

14OLE for Process Control[7]
15Poll-based here is synchronous because the functionality used to retrieve the data is distributed in a syn-

chronous way. The data may come from a local cache which makes the whole chain asynchronous but
from the central systems perspective it is perceived as synchronous.
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WSP is distributed using a message-based middleware called NMX or Network Mes-
sage eXchange. This is an implementation of MSMQ (Microsoft Message Queue) and
thereby not built as an additional layer on MSMQ but rather as a replacement middle-
ware. The middleware is tightly coupled with WSP and its standards and adapters are
not publicly available, nor is it in any way compatible with MSMQ. The protocol is
only used as inter-engine communication and as interface for administration tools used
for deployment, maintenance and logging. Among NMX’s features, single TCP/IP[4]
port communication using TCP port 5026[13, p 203] and proprietary message content
encryption can be found. The same protocol is used for message queueing locally but is
then called LMX or Local Message eXchange.

The platform structure is maintained and stored in a Microsoft SQL Server[17] database
called Galaxy Repository (GR). A Galaxy is the highest hierarchal unit used to describe
the structure. The GR also has an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) where this
database can be modified in a graphical way. This software also deploys and undeploys
the platform in order to update the running platform according to modifications made.
Monitoring is done via another application called System Management Console (SMC)
that simply hooks up to the NMX messaging system and listens and request data from
the available application engines. The system logging is done via NMX and can also be
viewed with SMC.
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Figure 9: A systematic overview of WSP and its ways of communication.
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In the platform there are also server applications whose purpose it is to generate, main-
tain and interpret graphical user interfaces, however not act as such. These applications
are call View Engines. The actual user interaction is done by a View Client (typically
Wonderware InTouch[25]) that connects to the View Engine where (most of) the pro-
cessing is done. Each connection creates a new session in the View Engine, but not in
the Application Engine. Objects in the View Engine can tie Data Fields to Fields in
different Application Engines. This relation will keep them synchronized thanks to the
messaging middleware. If the user changes the value with the user interface, the corre-
sponding field will be updated in the Application Engine. Likewise, if the state changes
for an input field in the Application Engine, the corresponding field in the View Engine
will be updated. Many fields in many different View Engines can be tied to the same
field in an Application Engine. The synchronization is made asynchronously with mem-
ory so that delivery can be guaranteed even if the connection or the other host is down
at the time of the event. The downside of this is that if the system is heavily loaded,
delays of several seconds can occur. It is an important limitation that dynamic binding
(“on the fly” or “real time” binding) between engines is not possible in scripts due to the
sequential nature of the scripts and the asynchronous behavior of the data exchange. The
sessions however do not exist in the Application Engines but only in the View Engines
and View Clients.

2.2.1. Architectural Pattern

In programming, the Model-View-Something (MVx) architectural patterns are often
used and referred to give a brief overview of the general layer design of an application.
WSP can be described as a Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) architecture[23], based
on the classical Model-View-Controller pattern and developed by Microsoft in order to
adjust the pattern to their web-based application platforms such as Windows Presenter
Foundation (WPF) and Silverlight. This might seem a little bit far off but the similarities
are quite clear. The different parts and patterns can be defined according to Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Wonderware System Platform described with the Model-View-ViewModel
architectural pattern.

Like most MVVM architectural applications, the WSP is also distributed[22]. From the
user’s point of view it can be compared to a client/server web application with InTouch
being the browser (with local scripting capabilities), the View Engine being the server,
running the main part of the logics of the user interface. The Application Engine can
represent the system which the View Engine presents to the user while the messaging
system (here NMX) provides a data channel or sharing service between them. It is not
unusual that a limited amount of logic can be found in the view layer for practical rea-
sons. In a web service information distribution is often done through a shared database.
In Figure 10 the NMX provides the data flow shown by arrows labeled synchronization.

An interesting thing is that the Viewer, InTouch, in fact can be run stand-alone without a
View Engine and connect directly to the Application. Whereas this is, from a flexibility
or reuseability point of view, not a good solution, this connection can be used to comple-
ment the View Engine-Application Engine bindings as InTouch knows on what (local)
host it runs while the View Engine does not. Normally a very tiny part of the logic is
actually runs in InTouch, as most of it runs inside the View Engine (or in the ViewModel
layer of the MVVM architecture). It is preferable to avoid logic in the View layer since
this can create relations of great complexity very easily that makes it hard to predict the
behavior and hard to maintain. The very idea with all of the various MVx architectural
patterns is to separate different parts of the application in order to force definitions of
the relations between the layers to make it easier for different developers to focus on
different parts as well as it increases the maintainability (it is easier to understand code
that is explicitly decoupled). Another advantage is that new views can easily be added
as long as they share the same interface to the data. An example is that WSP supports
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SilverLight as View client.

2.2.2. Current Implementation

This section aims to describe the current implementation and what external equipment
it connects to. The I/O solutions origins from a great span of time, from the 1960’s
where low-level bit multiplexing built the serial bus from scratch until today’s relatively
abstract protocols like SNMP are used to communicate with the equipment directly[15,
p 12].

This system of bridged connections between different medias interconnects two Cen-
tral Server LANs with five Regional LANs that in turn forks out to over 200 Remote
Sites[15, 13], either by dial-up or fixed modem or by FMIP16 tunnels. Together they
keep track of tens of thousands of Alarm Points, each connecting to a state in the real
world or target system. These Alarm Points’ values are acquired and/or set by the central
servers via the network nodes and bridges. In Figure 3 you can see how the different
subsystems are distributed geographically as well as their interconnections. It cannot be
deduced by the figure but the I/O bridging software (here KEPServerEx[16]) resides on
the Communication Node making all communication following the three-level commu-
nication hierarchy.

2.2.2.1. Advantages and Disadvantages The advantage of the current setup is
that it requires very little bandwidth by being based on well settled technology where
the shortcomings are known as well as how to handle them. The disadvantages are that
despite the clear separation between the hierarchal layers they are in no way decoupled
nor are they independent or self-contained. All sites are required in order to make any
use of the system, since

• if the connection to a Remote Site is interrupted there is no state updates from that
site

• if a Communication Node goes down or becomes unreachable, states from that
whole region will fail to reach the Central Site

• if the Central Sites crashes17 become unreachable there will be no presentation for

16Försvarsmaktens IP-nät, the IP-network of the Swedish Defense
17The Central Site is replicated and the scenario where both goes down simultaneously is highly unlikely.

Hence the becoming unreachable corresponds to the former scenarios from the non-central point of view.
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the Regional or Remote Sites since the data has to be processed centrally.

The coupling issue consists of the fact that every change in end points at the Remote Sites
needs to be propagated manually throughout the whole communication chain. Prefer-
ably there would be some kind of abstraction layer far out in the periphery that wraps the
data in a canonical form[8] that is consistent and understood throughout the platform.
Other adapters would be required when the data, or its process result, is consumed later
on. This consumer, nor the processing server or the middle-man routing node (Com-
munication Node), would then not need to know how this data is set or gotten and can
thereby focus on their main tasks respectively, thus not produce unnecessary communi-
cation errors due to incompatibility.

2.2.3. Typical System Setup

Between the components in WSP, data is sent in different ways and formats depending
on who the sender and receiver are and what kind of data it is. These various connections
naturally require a span of bandwidths ranging from a couple of kbps for low intensity
synchronization traffic[13] up to several tens of Mbps and a dedicated pair of network
adapters for full Application Engine replication[13]. Preferably for example deployment
(at least for a comprehensive engine) is done with a decent connection speed as it may
otherwise take very long time (the affected engines are undeployed before deployment
which means they are not running during deployment). Furthermore the connection
between the Integrated Development Environment and the Galaxy Repository needs to
be good as a slow link causes many actions in the IDE to take very long time and the
work to be perceived as unresponsive.

2.2.3.1. Central and Remote Site Topology A wide area WSP network by defi-
nition covers several geographical locations and in most cases requires the use of some
shared backbone network, typically the Internet. In the specific case targeted in this the-
sis, that network is the FMIP, a nationwide network with redundancy used for IP-based
data transmissions between different military facilities. The topology differs very little
from that of the local Swedish part of the Internet except for the what endpoints are
connected to, the traffic load and capacity distribution. In short, the same things has to
be taken into account when piping through the Internet as when piping through FMIP.
These are things such as security, bandwidth limitations varying response times, outage,
backup domain controllers, time synchronization and the list goes on.

Naturally, the network is divided into a few (two at the moment, for redundancy) central
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mainframe networks (Central Sites) that collects the data, logs it and provides it to a
graphical user interface, and several smaller local networks at the facilities that are being
supervised (Remote Sites). At the current state it is only the former that is directly
connected to the WSP as the remote sites use none or very little local processing and
connected by more primitive protocols that simply only collects and sets values of items.

2.2.4. I/O Systems Overview

Input/Output (henceforth I/O) Systems are defined as complete solutions for bringing
data from and to the remote site equipment all the way to a PC-based server that can
bridge the data to the SCADA network. Currently these servers are not located at the
remote sites but at the regional level (see Section 2.2.2). This means I/O systems include
a solution for communicating between these different geographic locations, usually a
dial-up or static modem connection but it can also be IP-based.

Below is a short walk through of the solutions currently used[15].

2.2.4.1. I/O System ÖT1 MODBUS ÖT1 MODBUS is an old system uses hard-
ware called DSO20 (data signal converter) that collects and sets digital inputs and out-
puts on extension units. The interface to the equipment of interest is physical voltage
levels that can be hi or low. Up to 62 extension units with 8 channels each can be added
to the same bus using a system specific requests based communication. A round of re-
quest takes in the order of twenty seconds to complete. The system described as the local
part is placed at the remote site. The central unit, DSO20, stores each state in a database
which can by request be sent over a modem connection to another DSO20, or preferably
a newer DSO20B that has Modbus over RS232 capabilities. This unit can in turn store
the data from up to 30 remote site systems and stores their states in another database.
This data can in turn be acquired by the Communication Node (a Windows PC) via a
serial RS232 interface using the MODBUS protocol. All the system components were
developed in-house during the 1980’s and this I/O System is slowly being shifted out for
more modern solutions.

2.2.4.2. I/O System ÖA1-IP ÖA1-IP uses the same hardware and concept as ÖT1
at the remote site, except for using an TCP/IP-based version of the master hardware.
This way, when there is an IP connection, the master unit can communicate directly to
the Communication Node PC via FMIP and firewalls.
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2.2.4.3. I/O System G1-KPFÖ4 The FÖG1 groups ÖT1 remote sites together and
stores their states centrally as well as provides the feature of dialing up upon specific
state changes.

2.2.4.4. I/O System Brodersen System 2000 Brodersen System 2000 (B2000)
is a commercially off the shelf (COTS) hardware family with basically the same func-
tionality as ÖT1. The I/O system consists of a remote site part with a B2000 that is
essentially the entire interface to the equipment. It features digital as well as analog in-
puts and outputs and can be extended with slave units to provide more ports. The B2000
connects to a PC via RS232 directly which means that it can use modems for static or
dial-up connections or TCP/IP based COM-port extenders18 for IP-based connections.

2.2.4.5. I/O System SNMP As SNMP19 has recently gained popularity as a SCADA
protocol standard it has also found its place in SCADACOM20 system as the remote sites
are being modernized and connected to the FMIP network. SNMP I/Os usually has both
digital inputs and outputs as well as analog inputs and also supports extensions. The
SNMP protocol uses UDP ports 161 and 162 and can also be connected via IP exten-
sions over a static telephone line.

2.2.4.6. I/O System Robofon Some equipment of interest expresses its status via
a serial interface, typically with MODBUS as the protocol. For security reasons this
interface cannot be used directly on the Communication Node (via modem). The ac-
credited21 solution is to use a device called BabelBuster[24] that translates MODBUS
status messages to SNMP items that can be remotely read over an IP network. That way
the SCADACOM network does not connect directly to the device and thereby cannot
control the device.

18Digi Intl Etherlink
19Simple Network Management Protocol, an application layer protocol used for maintenance of devices con-

nected to an IP network, originally mostly routers, switches and servers.[11]
20The name of the total system solution including servers, presentation and I/O systems.[15]
21For use in military applications all devices and software need to be approved by a central instance.
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3. Experiments

To determine the characteristics of the systems is necessary to find a good topology for
the system, two experiments and was proposed and performed a third one was eval-
uated. These experiments would complement each other and answer the questions not
answered in the books and documents that constitutes the foundation of this study. These
experiments are:

The Network Traffic Measurement Experiment was done to see what services and
what host interconnections that utilises the network the most and how much may
they be used given a specific bandwidth.

The Test Implementation On Windows Embedded was done in order to discover
possibilities and most of all problems with using Windows Embedded instead of
a standard Windows operating system for running WSP.

Network Simulation was researched and deprecated due to minute product to effort
ratio when a real world experiment was already in the act. An initial effort to set up
a Matlab SimuLink simulation was made but it was soon realised it would proba-
bly not render more reliable results than the Traffic Measurement Experiment and
would take a lot of time since there was much to learn.

A more detailed description of the first two follows in this section.

3.1. Traffic Measurement Experiment

This experiment is a mapping of data traffic rendered by WSP and the peripheral devices
in a general situation. Knowing where and by what amount this data traffic occurs is es-
sential when deciding what topology should be used when designing a SCADA system.

3.1.1. Background

This experiment aims to get a clearer view of the bandwidths needed for different links
in a Wonderware System Platform (WSP) network. The tool used for measuring the
amount of transmitted data within different protocols will be the freely available network
analyzing tool Wireshark[27] that can filter and record the requested data in a format that



can be analysed and parsed and then used by for example Matlab for further analyse and
filtering.

There are a number of values that can be expected out of this experiment. Focus will lie
on determining how the required bandwidth of a certain link varies with deployed load
as well as flexible load. The deployed load depends on how many and how complex
object that are deployed to the nodes forming the link. The flexible load may or may not
vary with the activity of either the user or the connected IO systems. The other goal is
to gain practical experience on deploying the platform and identify issues with this kind
of distribution. Deploying this setup is also a part of the verification that the idea works.

3.1.2. Measurement set up

The test setup was accomplished by using parts of the existing development network at
Saab, giving some new roles and adding the SNMP simulator computer, which runs an
in-house simulation software for testing purposes. The physical setup can be seen in
Figure 11 and a more systematical view in Figure 12.
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Figure 11: Overview of the lab in which the experiment was set.
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Figure 12: Network map of the computers and equipment used in the test.
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3.1.2.1. Computers In this section the included computers are described. There is
a one-line summary of each node (computer) after each text. The measurement points
are the same as in the figure and more information about the protocols can be found in
Section 2.1.4.

MPCL - Client PC The Client PC runs the InTouch client software that connects to
the View Engine (VE) Server where most of the presentation software is executed. Here
we want to measure NMX traffic as well as normal domain traffic. It is also intresting to
let this computer run as Terminal Server (TS) Client and run the InTouch client on the
VE Server and measure TS traffic.

Measurement Point: MPCL, Interesting protocols: NMX, MS, TS

MPDB - Database Server [DB Server] The Database (DB) Server runs Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 that stores the Galaxy Information. This node should not be in use
during normal operation, but only when working with the Galaxy Repository. The node
will be connected to with RDP from the client so that should be visible.

Measurement Point: MPDB, Interesting protocols: MSSQL, MS, RDP

MPAE - Application Engine Server [AE Server] The Application Engines on a
WSP network handles the structuring and processing of the information currently con-
tained in the network. Hence, an AE must get information about any change of state
within the Areas of its concerns. Sometimes the AE Server may also contain some Io
Interfaces, producing network or serial traffic other than the native NMX protocol, such
as SuiteLink or SNMP.

Measurement Point: MPAE, Interesting protocols: NMX, SuiteLink, SNMP, MS

MPVE - View Engine Server with Terminal Server [VE Server] The View En-
gine handles the graphical presentation layer, and must therefor know the information
that it should present, held by one or more Application Engines. If the user or pre-
sentation layer scripts wishes to modify a value, information goes the other way. The
interesting thing to find out here is how user interaction affects NMX traffic to the Ap-
plication Engine and the Client PC.

Measurement Point: MPVE, Interesting protocols: NMX, MS
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MPGR - Galaxy Repository / Development PC [GR Node] The Galaxy Reposi-
tory contains what can be describes as a map over the system, but one that is only needed
when deploying. At that stage all the nodes get the information they need from the map.
This mean that there are no real runtime network load. Deployment is a heavy process
with a lot of data to move. The deployment data is not copied using NMX but using
Windows’ native protocols (see Section 2.1.4.5).

Measurement Point: MPGR, Interesting protocols: NMX, MS

MPRS - Remote Site PC The Remote Site PC distributes the WSP over a tunneled
WAN link with limited capacity. On the Remote Site PC, both an Application Engine and
a View Engine is deployed, making the Remote Site fully stand-alone if the connection
is lost. Further, the states are tracked locally and can easily be restored by the rest of
the system as soon as the site comes back on line. The idea is to find out how much
cost on the limited link there is of distributing these engines fully on site and what other
consequences there might be.

The Remote Site PC also have some adapter software installed in order to translate the
B2000 and SNMP traffic to SuiteLink, which is understood by the WSP. IOTOOL32 is
used to connect to the Brodersen B2000 device which is connected to the computer via a
serial RS-232 port. In the other end IOTOOL32 connects to the WSP through a network
socket.

Connecting to an SNMP device is a little tricker and requires two steps of adapting. First
KepServer is used to connect to the SNMP device (here a simulator as mentioned earlier
in Section 3.1.2). In the other end KepServer talks OPC, a common protocol in industrial
implementations, but not supported directly by the WSP. Therefore, OPCLink has to be
part of the chain, translating from OPC to SuiteLink. OPCLink is in this experiment
set up to poll KepServer every 10000th millisecond, which is a rather fast interval, but
suitable due to the fact that this topology brings these two nodes to the same local area
network, where load is not an issue. This probably will exclude any linear behaviour as
a function of change rate using SNMP.

Measurement Point: MPRS, Interesting protocols: NMX, MS, SuiteLink, SNMP

MPDC - Domain Controller The Domain Controller, which in these systems goes
by the name SCS (ScadaCom Server), is here not only a Windows Domain Controller
but also the Log Database server. All the logging traffic for both security, system and
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alarm events will be logged to this machine, so traffic between the AppEngine at MPAE
and here is expected.

Measurement Point: MPDC, Interesting protocols: MS, MSSQL

3.1.3. Detailed procedure

Since the experiment handles seven Measurement Points (on seven different computers),
twelve protocols and two different systems, each tested with different load to obtain a
trend, a lot of data had to be handled. The interface in Wireshark [27] is quite intuitive,
but the amount of operations and files (135 raw data capture files) called for automation.
Luckily a lot of Wireshark functionality can be reached from a Command Line Interface
(CLI), called tshark, outputting the resulting data as plain text formatted tables that can
be easily parsed. Listing 1 shows how the command is built up using Java[21]:

1 command =
2 " tshark -n -r " + TrafficExtractor . workingDirectory
3 + filename + " -z conv ,ip ,\" frame.time\ _relative >= "
4 + offset + " && frame.time\ _relative < " + (300+ offset )
5 + "\" | grep -A 200 \" IPv4 Conversations \" | sed ’1,4d’ "
6 + "| sed ’$d’";

Listing 1: The building of the command string for tshark

Line 2 tells tshark to read (-r) from a file that is retrieved from a directory listing outside
this snippet. The -n tells tshark to print IP and port numbers instead of their literal
names, in order to make the automatic processing more reliable. Line 3 means that the
report type wanted, -z, is conversation of type ip22. It also contains half of the filter
string used to grasp the same 300 seconds from each sample. It was not possible to start
the measurements at the same time so each raw data file actually contains about 360
seconds. The offset is calculated from the timestamps within the files. Line 4 finishes
the filter string. Line 5 does some plain text action with the output by piping it through
the UNIX commands grep and sed. By knowing that the interesting data in the output
of tshark starts after a table header that always looks exactly the same, grep here grabs
the header and the following 200 lines. Nothing comes afterwards the table data and the
table consists of the ongoing network conversations and their data amounts which are
usually less than 50. The sed commands then removes the first four lines (the header) as
well as any tailing blank lines. That way a clean white-space separated table is all that
goes into the Java program for further processing.
22Internet Protocol [9]
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The Java program then parses the table into 2D arrays which are printed out as Mat-
lab scripts assigning that data to Matlab data into matrices. The script also contains a
combining part where the series of 2D matrices are merged into 3D matrices, which are
later merged to 4D matrices to include all dimensions: Sender, Receiver, Protocol and
Number of Items.

Table 1: Measurements made for the traffic experiment. The numbers to the right corre-
sponds to the Test numbers 1-5.

Meas. id Date performed Description 1 2 3 4 5
001. 2010-12-15 Idle run X X X X X

SNMP 10s interval
101. 2010-12-15 SNMP 8x1 Items, 10s X X
102. 2010-12-15 SNMP 8x2 Items, 10s X X
103. 2010-12-16 SNMP 8x3 Items, 10s X X
104. 2010-12-16 SNMP 8x4 Items, 10s X X
105. 2010-12-16 SNMP 8x5 Items, 10s X X
106. 2010-12-16 SNMP 8x6 Items, 10s X X
107. 2010-12-16 SNMP 8x7 Items, 10s X X
108. 2010-12-16 SNMP 8x8 Items, 10s X X

SNMP 20s interval
201. 2010-12-16 SNMP 8x1 Items, 20s X X
202. 2010-12-15 SNMP 8x2 Items, 20s X X
204. 2010-12-16 SNMP 8x4 Items, 20s X X
208. 2010-12-16 SNMP 8x8 Items, 20s X X

B2000 10s interval
302. 2010-12-17 B2000 8x2 Items, 10s X
304. 2010-12-17 B2000 8x4 Items, 10s X
308. 2010-12-17 B2000 8x8 Items, 10s X X

B2000 5s interval
408. 2010-12-17 B2000 8x8 Items, 5s X

B2000 1s interval
502. 2010-12-17 B2000 8x2 Items, 1s X
504. 2010-12-17 B2000 8x4 Items, 1s X
508. 2010-12-17 B2000 8x8 Items, 1s X X

After that the dimensions are shifted and the structure divided into 2D matrices, one for
each Sender/Receiver/Protocol combination, showing the bandwidth usage as a function
of Number of Items.
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Please refer to Appendix A for a complete walk-through of the analysis tools written for
this experiment.

In Table 1 all measurements can be seen. Each contains one data recording per included
node. In total there are 127 data recordings from 7 nodes. With each measuring 13 pro-
tocols and including all the combination of included nodes as transmitters and receivers
a total of 4095 2D dataset are extracted.

The measurements are arranged so that the measurement sets can be combined for dif-
ferent purposes, both measuring the utilisation as a function of the number of items and
the rate in which their values change. This can be seen in the five numbered columns
to the right, where an X indicates that the Measurement was used in the Test with that
number.

The aim is to discover trends both in Number of Items and refresh interval, as well as
compare the bandwidth usage between the two different I/O technologies, B2000 [1]
and SNMP[11]. To achieve this, these measurements are combined according to the
table above and thus make out five Tests, each with a specific target parameter. These
are:

Test 1 Find linearity in bandwidth usage per SNMP item.

Test 2 Find linearity in bandwidth usage per SNMP item.

Test 3 Find linearity in bandwidth usage per B2000 item.

Test 4 Find linearity in bandwidth usage per value alter rate with B2000 items.

Test 5 Find linearity in bandwidth usage per B2000 item.

The tests pairs 1 and 2 and 3 and 5 combined also gives a hint of how the change rate
affect bandwidth usage.

3.2. Test Implementation On Windows Embedded

This small implementation test aimed to evaluate the running of Invensys®/Wonderware®System
Platform ™3.1 on a stripped Microsoft®Windows operating system using the Microsoft®Windows
Embedded Standard 2009™(referred to as WES2009) software.
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The profit of this is that the embedded version of Windows XP23 is mainly the ability run
on simpler devices such as industrial PCs, due to a smaller installation footprint and the
ability to run even on diskless devices24. This can be of great importance when choosing
hardware on a remote site where the environment can be of varying friendliness for
electronics.

The deployment of a WES2009 image is despite being simplified by the provided tools,
quite a time-consuming task which requires some knowledge of the Windows XP system
architecture and its components.

This report includes a targeted description of this kind of implementation as well as
practical experiences learnt from it.

3.2.1. Setup

The implementation was done using two computers, one standard Windows XP Pro-
fessional workstation for building the WES2009 image and one Small Form Factor PC
from Dell as the run-time target.

3.2.2. Hardware Configuration

Using the analysis software Everest Ultimate 3.50 from Lavalys25 the full hardware pro-
file could be determined. In this section a selected subset is presented.

Computer vendor Dell Inc.

CPU 32-bit Intel Celeron D.

System Memory 1024 MB (DDR2-400)

Storage Media Corsair Flash Voyager USB Device (15 GB, USB)

The hardware in this machine is pretty much standard components and not very new
either so this is no supposed to yield any difficulties.
23Windows Embedded 2009 is a version of Windows XP Professional
24Official Documentation: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb499284(v=

winembedded.51).aspx
25Vendor Homepage: http://www.lavalys.com/
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3.2.2.1. Target Identification And Driver Matching To identify the hardware
in a way that the WES2009 development studio could understand the small tool Target
Analyser Probe (tap.exe in the [WES2009_folder]/tools folder, usally found some-
where in C:\Programme Files) can be used. This application scans the target (run on
the target) and produces a file that can later be imported into the Windows Embedded
Studio, which then tries to find and include the appropriate drivers from the Windows
Embedded Component Database26. Any drivers not found are reported by the import
process and left for the user to fix.

Using the original driver set the following components were left unmatched:

Motherboard Chipset Intel Grantsdale-G i915G

Display Adapter Intel(R) 82915G/GV/910GL Express Chipset Family (128 MB)

Network adapter Broadcom NetXtreme BCM5750 Gigabit Ethernet Controllers

Sound Adapter Analog Devices AD1981B(L) @ Intel 82801FB ICH6 - AC’97 Audio
Controller [B-1]

3.2.2.2. Completing the Driver Set In order to obtain a fully functional device
with all hardware running custom Components for each missing driver has to be made,
containing the driver itself and instructions on how it should be installed into the im-
age. This can be done either manually or by importing the standardised INF file often
contained within driver installation packages27.

If the number of computers to be installed is low, and there is no compatible way of
easily converting the drivers, the investment of time in creating a custom Component
for the driver is not worth it since the driver can be installed at run-time, like on any
Windows XP machine. Be sure to include the Device Manager Component, otherwise
the driver management becomes very difficult and manual.

3.2.2.3. Bootable Devices Windows Embedded Standard 2009 can boot from most
devices including a regular Hard Disk Drive, optical devices such as CD or DVD, various
external devices such as USB mass-storage [5] devices and also different flash cards.

26A set of drivers and other software installed on a Microsoft SQL Server during setup.
27Step-by-step guide: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-US/library/bb521457(v=WinEmbedded.

51).aspx
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In this test I found it most interesting to try an external device to see the effects of
the performance drawbacks from the much slower transfer speed. The profits would
be that when upgrading the software, a new image could be prepared centrally, put on
a new USB memory and the whole system interchanged within minutes. This would
however require all desired software and drivers to be componentised. The issue of
componentising Wonderware System Platform will be discussed later.

The performance drop was however devastating when using a regular USB memory. The
system was several times slower than when ran from a disk and especially multitasking
was experienced as severely difficult. There is a way of making the part of the system
that is consequently written reside on a RAM disk (a virtual partition living within the
RAM, pretty much the contrary of a pagefile, which is system memory on the hard drive).
Due to time limitation I had no chance to test that configuration but my guesses are
that would have improved the system performance radically as well as creating a system
insensitive to corruption from sudden power loss, since the file system holding the actual
OS is read-only. This way, the image could also be stored on a DVD which offers
essentially the same reading speed as a medium speed USB (around 10.5 Mbit/s)28.

This is however on the order of ten times slower as a regular hard drive. When used as a
read-only device, given a large enough RAM, the reading of each file should only need
to be done once every restart cycle and since those cycles are in the order of months the
speed then would not be a problem.

The setup with either a read-only flash drive or a read-only DVD and a RAM disk pro-
vides a very robust solution insensitive to most disturbances like hard disk drive crashes
and corrupt file systems. A simple reboot should resolve any file errors.

3.2.3. Software Configuration

The main objective with this implementation was to see if it was possible to run System
Platform 3.1 on Windows Embedded Standard on a PC with specifications in the vicinity
of those of a regular industrial PCs. It is mentioned earlier that software preferably is
componentised before-hand in order to simplify the process of making another copy of
the machine. This is not as easy as it may seem since installers of Windows software
typically are very complex and unique.

One way to tackle this is to track the differences from before an installation to after it29.

28WikiPedia article: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DVD
29Microsoft article: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd143249(v=winembedded.5)
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This method first utilises a developer tool called InCtrl5 from PCMag30 that runs on top
of an installer process and takes a snapshot of system folders, ini files, the registry and
any other custom paths of interest both before and after and then presents the differences
categorized by action when the installer is finished. This tool is very powerful but for
large installers the output can be too large to handle within defensible time.

One such installer is that of Microsoft .NET 3.5 which is indeed included as a component
but for some reason it is the installer that is the component and not the framework. This
means that the installer file is available in runtime on the target and can be launched,
given write access to the medium on which the system runs, which is not always what
we have. One might try to map such an installer and its actions and find out that it adds
thousands of files and registry entries, changes that would take weeks to componentise.
Since the Platform requires .NET 3.5 to run this makes the making of a ready-to-use
runtime media noticeably more difficult and tiresome.

Added that the Platform itself comes with an installer with four requisites (.NET 3.5 be-
ing one of them) and spreads a lot of files all over the system itself, the process becomes
even more exhausting.

It should be noted that also SilverLight is available as such installer component which
could be of interest since it is used as presenting technology for the Internet browser
based HMI31.

If any predefined settings are to be included that is usually set by the application GUI32

the application Process Monitor (combining the former applications RegMon and File-
Mon) of the Microsoft SysInternals33 With this application one can monitor what files
are currently opened and modified and by what process, and do the same with the Win-
dows registry.

By doing so one can monitor the application on the target or another machine, make the
settings and then see what files and registry key were affected. This can in turn be added
to the component.

.aspx
30Download and info: http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,25198,00.asp
31Human-Machine Interface
32Graphical User Interface
33Available freely: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/bb842062
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4. Traffic Measurement Analysis

As one the goals of the measurement was to find models for how the bandwidth us-
age varies with the number of measurement points, the natural method of choice is re-
gression. From looking at the data series plots, it becomes clear that a simple linear
regression is what will be the best fit.

It must however be noted that these linear approximations are of course not linear for all
values, since there is a maximum bandwidth. The performance drop when getting close
to the limit is so bad it quickly renders the network unusable[10], which means that it is
not interesting to investigate what happens there.

4.1. Linearity

For this analysis, the following definitions concerning linearity are used:

1. In order to be classified as linear the following requirements must be fulfilled by
the dataset:

a) The correlation coefficient must be larger than 0.9

b) The probability of randomness given this correlation must be less than 5%
with a confidence interval of 95%

2. This is determined using Matlab34 and the two functions polyfit and corrcoef.
They are defined as follows:

1 % Find a polynom of a certain degree that fits to a
2 % set of points
3 [polynomial , errors ] =
4 polyfit (x_points , y_points , polynomial_degree )
5
6 % Determine the correlation data for a set of (x, y)
7 % points
8 [ correlation_coeff , probability ] =
9 corrcoef (x_points , y_points )

Listing 2: Matlab functions used

34Mathworks Matlab 2010B
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where

polynomial is a vector containing the binomial coefficients (descending order)

errors are the per point errors on matrix form

polynomial_degree is the degree of polynomial to which the regression should
target. Since this regression is linear, it should be 1.

correlation_coeff is the coefficient matrix. It is the upper right value that is
interesting.

probability is the probability that the points was randomly organized with the
given correlation. Again the upper right value is interesting.

4.2. Qualification

Most measured data rates are so small that they are not considered to affect the allover
picture. An easy way of checking this is to sum up the data points for the measurement
period, which is 300 seconds, and threshold that sum.

The data set is qualified if one of these requirements are fulfilled:

1. The set is considered linear and the coefficient is higher than 1 byte/second/item.

2. The set is not considered linear but the mean value of the measurement points
exceeds 1000 bytes/second.

These values are chosen with the purpose of filtering out noise that are low enough not
to affect the overall performance within reasonable usage[15].

4.3. Method of Analysis

Each measurement point (computer in the system) renders a raw data file for each com-
puter involved, making several hundred files in total. In order to effectively process all
that data some scripting needs to be done. Wireshark luckily has a command line inter-
face (CLI) as a complement to the more popular graphical interface. The CLI makes it
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possible to script both recordings and some analysis. I only made use of the latter, and
made a Java The Manual tweaking showed that 103 bytes is an effective threshold for
this measurement. program35 that runs the traffic by protocol and target analysis, grabs
the data, arranges in matrices and exports it as a Matlab script containing the code to
regenerate those matrices in Matlab.

In Matlab the refined data can be further analyses to retrieve statistical characteristics
and produce plots, all automatically filtered and put into a LATEX source file36.

After the second script is ran some of the filtered datasets are picked, analysed and
commented by hand. Out of the original thousands of plots a final more comprehensible
nine plots are presented in a reviewed fashion.

4.4. Result review

In this section the output of the analyse and filter tools will be reviewed thoroughly. Each
Test will be presented with a network usage graph that shows which nodes are commu-
nicating with which and using what protocol. In Figure 13 you can see a explanatory
example graph that include all elements found in the real graphs ahead.

Figure 13: Example network usage graph

The elements in this graphs are:

Central Node A computer that exists on the central network. Connections between
such nodes are usually fast.

35There should be an appendix for my previous program
36And another appendix for the even more beautiful Matlab program
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Remote Node A computer situated on a remote site. Connections between Central
and Remote nodes are usually slow.

All The brown edges represents the sum of all traffic between two nodes in a specific
direction (the of the arrow).

Protocol This label will be replaced by the actual protocol, though a shorter name than
those used earlier.

Mean represent the mean bandwidth usage on that data set, implying it does not vary
with the in parameter. The unit is b/s. Those edge with only this usage are black
and dotted.

Per Item numbers represent the linearly increasing bandwidth usage per item. The
number of items are the number of supervised data entities and that number rep-
resents the size of the system. Such edges are of a green color.

The edges in these graphs do not represent all the traffic that was captured but only a
filtered selection of it.

4.4.1. Test 1 - SNMP 10s Interval

The first of the tests was designed to find linearity in bandwidth when monitoring differ-
ent numbers of SNMP items. A summary of the results can be seen in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Test 1 network usage graph

What can be seen is a couple of linearly growing communications, but most importantly
one between Central and Remote site, the NMX communication from MPRS (the remote
AppEngine) and MPVE (the Central ViewEngine). During the test, the client of the
ViewEngine had a view active that monitored the state of the items of the Remote Site.
It is interesting to see that it is the updating of the graphical view and note the update of
the state in the AppEngine that causes the most network traffic. If the latter would have
been the case, it would have been visible as a connection between MPRS and MPAE
(the central AppEngine). The curve of this connection can be seen in Figure 15. For
numbers please see Appendix B.
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Figure 15: MPRS to MPVE

Moving over entirely to Central Site, another interesting observation can be made, that
the Database traffic, which consists mainly of security and state logging, takes up by far
the largest portion of the traffic there. On a modern local area network, this should not
present a problem, but if the equipment is a little bit old and there is a lot of other traffic
it might be. In Figure 16 the curve for the traffic from the Database to the AppEngine
can be seen, which is surprisingly bigger than that in the other direction.
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Figure 16: MPDC to MPAE

4.4.2. Test 2 - SNMP 20s Interval

In Test 2, a decrease in traffic could be expected since the item state update interval is
twice as big at 20s, meaning less physical information being produced. Figure 17 gives
a mixed message but mainly the traffic is the same or lower.
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Figure 17: Test 2 network usage graph

As can be seen, the NMX traffic between MPRS and MPVE is in the same magnitude
as in Test 1. Here, a linearity is also detected in the NMX traffic in the opposite direc-
tion. The same traffic is actually there in Test 1 but then only with a 0.85 correlation
coefficient. The curve of the traffic from MPVE to MPRS using NMX can be seen in
Figure 18. The linearity from MPRS to MPVE is by occurring doubtless in both Test 1
and 2.
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Figure 18: MPVE to MPRS

Regarding the database traffic between MPAE and MPDC (see Figure 19 for plot), a
decrease by 30-40% is noticed in both directions. Update interval seems to have some
effect to logging but not to NMX traffic. This suggests that all data is not transmitted
instantly upon the change event, rather in batches with a minimal interval implemented,
to prevent overloading of the network.
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Figure 19: MPAE to MPDC

4.4.3. Test 3 - B2000 10s Interval

When it comes to SNMP, it is worth reminding the reader that other adapter software is
used to get the data into the NMX channels. This means that, even if we are watching
the same number of items, at the same rate of change, the bandwidth usage at differ-
ent devices may still be different. In Test 3 the interval is 10s, the same as in Test 1.
Figure 20 shows the traffic overview as before.
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Figure 20: Test 3 network usage graph

Beginning with the usual and most interesting linearity, the one from MPRS to MPVE
(seen in details in Figure 21), it can be seen that it has the same coefficient as in Test
2 (and also, though with a lower confidence, in Test 1). Given these results, it can
be assumed that the need for bandwidth between these connection points lies around
8b/s/item regardless of what hardware interface and adapters used. This is expected
since this traffic is between engines and should only transmit the changes in states. It
was unclear though, whether these adapters and hardware reported states differently, like
one and one or in a bundle and if this had any effect on the resulting engine-to-engine
traffic. It seems there are no signs of such differences.
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Figure 21: MPRS to MPVE

The other direction, the growth is the same as in Test 1 and 2. The curve can bee seen
in Figure 22 below. In both previous test, we can see this traffic as linearly dependent
on the amount of items. However, the 100% difference between Test 1 at 10s interval
and Test 2 at 20s suggest that the update interval is of importance to this traffic. These
are just two points of measurement, so no certain conclusions can be made from this
observation.
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Figure 22: MPVE to MPRS

The last curve to investigate here is the traffic from MPRS to MPAE, the two Ap-
pEngines. You can see this in Figure 23, and linearity here would not really be as
expected as between MPRS and MPVE. It is not obvious that there should really be any
traffic between these points as both AppEngines need not know about all items, since it
is only the responsibility of the remote one to keep the state of the remote items.
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Figure 23: MPRS to MPAE

4.4.4. Test 4 - B2000 1-10s Interval

In Test 4, nothing was expected, but since it only required one extra measurement it was
interesting to possibly be surprised. However, unexpected results defaulted expectingly.
In Figure 24 you can see that there were no linearities within the confidence interval.
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Figure 24: Test 4 network usage graph

4.4.5. Test 5 - B2000 1s Interval

Test 5 is identical to Test 3, except for the interval in witch the values were changed,
being here 1s, and in Test 3 10s. Since Test 4 gave no linearities, the results here can be
expected to look quite the same as those in Test 3. In Figure 25 it can be seen that this
it shows only a fraction of the results of Figure 20. If we would refer to Appendix B we
would see that there are indications of the same traffic but the correlation is insufficient
(MPRS to MPAE and MPRS to MPVE).
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Figure 25: Test 5 network usage graph

The linearity indicated in Figure 25 can be seen clearly in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: MPVE to MPRS

5. Conclusion

Let’s look back at the aims of this project, as of Section 1.2, and see how they have
been fulfilled by this study. The first one read analyse in theory the consequences of de-
centralizing the platform which has been done through studies on involved technologies
and the system itself. Then I wanted to gain knowledge of message-based middleware,
which was made mainly with the help of [8].

Later it was learned how to estimate the platform’s capacity based on both infrastructure
and messaging strategies both through the traffic experiment and the pre-study. In order
to evaluate if this is sufficient for the desired functionality and when it seizes to be, the
results of the experiments were analysed, filtered and presented in an understandable
way.
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Furthermore, to determine, based on the protocols used, if the platform can lock up or
heavily drop in performance due to the limitations of the connections, and when as a
function of number of nodes, connection speeds and topology, the numerical limitations
were concluded from the analysis’ results.

However, to perform a simulation and analyse the results, turned out to be to exhaustive
and potentially fruitless compared to the experiments, so it was omitted.

Finally, a verification by sample implementation was done and evaluated, on a standard
PC with performance and characteristics close to an embedded PC.

5.1. Traffic Measurement

The tests presented in this report definitely shows some useful results:

• Remote Site traffic depends notably on I/O item count and activity.

• Approximate figures for how it varies were found.

• There seems to be differences in the ways SNMP and Brodersen 2000 items are
handled which affects bandwidth usage. This however only concerns update fre-
quency.

Those results are quite the ones hoped for and the detailed figures are large enough to
take into account but small enough not to knock the idea over. The differences between
the to I/O devices could be crucial when choosing equipment for a sharp implementation.
The system supports a mix of different techniques in any combination so the system
designer has all the possibilities to optimise using different requirements in different
subsystems. When it comes to choosing equipment, bandwidth is only one parameter,
and with more local networks, this has not been an issue.

The main question asked is of course how different items affect bandwidth usage and if
the usage is a function of the number of usage and/or the rate in which their values are
changed. It turns out that the ViewEngine consumes data from the Remote Site linearly
along with the number of items looked on. The rate with which they are changed does
not seem to matter and the traffic expectingly occurs within the NMX protocol used by
the Platform.
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For SNMP I/O the data is approximately 9bytes/s per item from the Remote Site (RS)
and 4bytes/s per item to the RS. For Brodersen 2000 I/O the rate is around 8bytes/s per
item from the RS and 4bytes/s per item outwards. Not having a full duplex connection
would mean 12 − 13bytes/s per item. It seems that the SNMP traffic is more affected to
change rate though. 100 SNMP items to 3 different ViewEngines would need a band-
width of 9 · 100 · 3 · 8kbps = 22kbps which is 1/6 of an ISDN connection.

5.1.1. Practical limits concluded from the results

What is further more interesting and only a simple calculation away is what this mea-
surements means in the order of physical limitations that need to be taken into account
when designing these systems.

Typically the available bandwidth on local systems is at least 10 Mbps, often 100 or
1000 Mbps. At these speeds a single connection can hold at least 50000 of the heavy
SQL transactions that follows with the activity. Since items are often split into areas
which are smaller than this, this is not a problem.

However, if the remote-site AppEngine discussed in this report was to be implemented
an other problem occurs. The connection to the remote site would in most cases be
limited to 2 Mbps or even 128 kbps lines. Still, that AppEngine must log to the MSSQL
server located at the central site. What is important to remember is that the MSSQL
traffic can be up to fifty times bigger than the syncing traffic of the system. This makes
topology and system design very important.

For most systems it will still be acceptable to put the AppEngine on the remote site since
the items of that site does not necessarily exceed the physical limits. A larger facility
would probably need to have a more powerful connection than ISDN or modem.

Table 2 shows a summary of how many items there can be given different circumstances.
What is most interesting to look for in this table is the lower numbers concerning traffic
to and from MPRS. As you can see, these are around 500-600 items for 56kpbs and
1300-1400 items for 128kbps. This should be manageable, as most facilities with that
number of alarm points should have a better connection than ISDN.

5.2. Windows Embedded Implementation

From the implementation test the following conclusions can be made:
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Table 2: Limitations drawn from bandwidth usage at 80% utilisation of given bandwidth.
Test Rx Node Tx Node Device Protcol 56kbps 128kbps 2Mpbs 10Mbps

1 MPAE MPDC SNMP MSSQL 33 76 1197 5985
1 MPDC MPAE SNMP MSSQL 104 239 3746 18733
1 MPVE MPRS SNMP NMX 581 1329 20779 103895
2 MPAE MPDC SNMP MSSQL 54 124 1945 9726
2 MPDC MPAE SNMP MSSQL 170 390 6097 30488
2 MPRS MPVE SNMP NMX 1121 2564 40064 200322
2 MPVE MPCL SNMP RDP 5261 12027 187925 939628
2 MPVE MPRS SNMP NMX 586 1341 20956 104780
3 MPAE MPRS B2000 NMX 2617 5983 93495 467477
3 MPCL MPDB B2000 RDP 1586 3625 56645 283227
3 MPRS MPAE B2000 NMX 6062 13856 216511 1082555
3 MPRS MPVE B2000 NMX 1197 2737 42767 213837
3 MPVE MPRS B2000 NMX 651 1489 23267 116336
4 MPDB MPDC B2000 CFID 12364 28261 441579 2207895
5 MPRS MPVE B2000 NMX 1215 2777 43404 217020

• WES2009 can be run on almost any medium

but on a USB Flash Memory the system runs extremely slowly unless a RAM
disk is used.

but a read-only medium requires all configuration to be done beforehand.

• The Platform can be installed on WES2009

but it is a time-consuming process to componentise it.

but if it is not componentised the advantage of a precompiled image is reduced
(and eliminated on read-only media).

but it requires .NET 3.5 which is not a component but a packaged installer.

• A WES2009 image can be retrieved from a network location on a central server
automatically on bootup which enables central upgrading possibilities.

but this also requires all software to be componentised.
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but the boot-up requires a lot of bandwidth since the whole image needs to be
downloaded.

To summarize it all my composed conclusion is that unless a lot of quite similar machines
are to be produced there will not be a big enough reason to use WES2009 that would
compensate for the investment of time required to produce the images. Both the image
and the components would have to be renewed every time there is a new version released.
The components could be used throughout several images though, but even that benefit
requires some volume to shine through.

It is however possible to run the platform on a Windows Embedded system since it so
alike a regular Windows XP system. It then has to be taken into account that the platform
requires some memory and processor time and if it is to be installed on an industrial PC
with pre-installed software for its main use it may have to be upgraded since it will
probably be optimized for its application. It can also be locked by the manufacturer in a
fashion that makes the installation of additional software impossible without invalidating
the warranty.

6. Discussion

There are almost no results in this report that clearly give a binary answer. However,
a lot have been learned about the behaviour of distributed message-based systems in
general and especially Wonderware System Platform. Firstly, the profits and drawbacks
of distributing the configuration of such will be the topic. Secondly the focus will be on
the practical issues of its implementation.

6.1. Discussion on Distributing the Configuration

First, a recap of what distributing the configuration actually means is in place. The word
configuration here means the parameters that are necessary to get I/O drivers to work
and the ability to change them. I/O drivers are the adapters between the SCADA system
and the devices that collects data and controls other devices in the real world. The word
distributed tells that some functionality is spread out on several machines or nodes that
can be geographically separated as long as they are interconnected. This essentially
provides information in the system is available to all nodes, as well as modifiable, by all
nodes in a transparent way. Practically, configuration in a distributed system is stored
and edited in a configuration repository and then rolled out to the affected nodes when
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changed. The benefit of this is that you do not manually need to edit the configuration
on each node since this is done automatically.

What happens when parts of the system are not part of the distributed unity is that the
automation centralisation is not complete. There exist a lot of configurations that need
to be handled in the old manual way, which spoils some of the pleasing efficiency of
a totally distributed system. It also aggravates the maintenance of the configurations if
they are stored in different formats and probably on different locations since different
people will be responsible for different parts of the system.

6.2. Practical Issues of the Implementation

So why isn’t a centralised configuration implemented at this very moment? Basically,
there are a couple of steps to be taken before a complete unity is achieved. Firstly, all
device adapters needs to be controlled or part of the systems. This practically means a lot
of further adapter production and driver writing. WSP uses .NET for plug-in functional-
ity which enables the making of very capable interfaces. Some protocols are proprietary
and may require some reverse engineering to implement. In that case it might be a better
idea to write a intermediate adapter that not only handles the communication but also
the configuration of the closed third-party adapter.

The other issue is about performance. Like it always is when abstraction and distribution
of functionality is introduced, it is done so at a cost. The cost is overhead added to any
action, putting higher demands on the hardware used at not only the central site but
every node that are a member of the distribution. Theoretically this overhead means
no more than some synchronised data registers and awareness of other members on the
network. In this case it means a lot more. The piece of software containing the minimal
installation of WSP, called Bootstrap, is currently not something ran on any given micro
controller. The developers have enjoyed the benefits of using a modern Operating System
as foundation of the application. The Operating System provides an API for high-level
networking, file system access and above all process scheduling.

To simplify (the development) further the Operating System used is Microsoft Windows,
both the desktop and server editions. These both systems run on no simpler architecture
than the PC ones, making quite powerful hardware needed for running even at the very
end-points of the SCADA network. Assuming the model regarded is that desired where
the intelligent part of the SCADA system has been pushed out to the very ends of the
connections, on-site in the middle of the forest in a rock shelter, the computer used bet-
ter be a stable one that can handle shifts in temperature and moist. It should not break
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that easily since going there to change it is a expensive and time-demanding undertak-
ing. The bottom line is that a regular PC or PC-based server would probably not be the
best idea since the build quality is not robust enough and the environment specifications
are too narrow. This does however leave the more rugged industrial PC as an option.
Though usually with less performance than regular PCs, there are models with specifi-
cation that can comply with the requirements of the WSP Bootstrap. These are usually
more expensive than a regular PC with much greater performance but build quality and
the guarantees that are left along with it are of great values and hence provided with the
appropriate price tag.

The I/O devices used today are often quite simple computers, much simpler than PCs,
but at the price of a rugged industrial PC or above. These are not feasible for running
any Windows OS except for Windows CE which is a crude light-weight version not
compatible with the other versions and thus not supported by regular Windows applica-
tions. The specifications of these computers would certainly not be enough for neither
Windows XP nor the Bootstrap software itself by any means.

What would be really interesting, given the requirement of the WSP software being used,
would be an I/O device based on the PC architecture, built as an industrial PC but with
a fair set of inputs and outputs and with expansion possibilities for larger facilities with
such needs.

7. Recommendations

The results given from these experiments shows that it absolutely possible to place an
AppEngine at a remote site, though the network connection might at some occasions
need an upgrade to be sufficient. As this enables a better control of the devices at the
remote site, and their configurations, there is much to win with this implementation, but
there is also a cost, both monetary and practically. Putting a PC at a remote site might
be a risky business since it a more complex machine than what would otherwise be put
out there. Both these drawbacks have to be taken into consideration before settling on a
decision whether to use the examined topology or not.

The final words of this study is that, given that an as stable as possible hardware is
chosen, and that there is no limit to extend the IP network to the remote site, which
is possible through tunneling even over a modem connection, the profits of having full
control all the way out the branches from a central location would exceed the added risks
of hardware failure in value.
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A. Analyse Software

This appendix is a collection of the applications I wrote to analyse the data which was
the result from the measurement with Wireshark.

A.1. Traffic Extractor - Tshark to Matlab

Tshark, the command-line version of Wireshark, was used to automate the process of
extracting numbers from the raw data capture files that Wireshark recorded during the
measurements. The results from Tshark were on the form of a human readable textfile,
which could be parsed with the help from this program. It is devided into three classes:

TrafficExtractor The main class, holding the settings as well as the datamodel tree,
consisting of the beneath classes.

MSet Representing one measurement during the experiment. One set holds a number
of posts.

MPost Representing a post, meaning the data from one node and one measurement.

A.1.1. com.egneblad.traffic.TrafficExtractor Class

1 /* Traffic Experiment
2 *
3 * Filename : TrafficExtractor .java
4 * Author : Johan Egneblad
5 * Description : Read and parse Tshark output and build matlab matrices
6 * of the results .
7 */
8
9 package com. egneblad . traffic ;

10
11 import java.io. BufferedReader ;
12 import java.io. FileNotFoundException ;
13 import java.io. FileReader ;
14 import java.io. IOException ;
15 import java.text. DecimalFormat ;
16 import java.text. NumberFormat ;
17
18 public class TrafficExtractor {
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19
20 public static String workingDirectory =
21 "/home/ johan / Documents / traffic /";
22 public static String inputFile = " complete . files ";
23
24 public static int numberOfComputers ;
25 public static int numberOfProtocols ;
26
27 public static final String [] computers = {
28 " 172.17.120.97 ", // 00 MPSN
29 " 172.17.120.99 ", // 01 MPRS
30 " 172.22.201.231 ", // 02 MPDC
31 " 172.22.201.232 ", // 03 MPVE
32 " 172.22.201.233 ", // 04 MPAE
33 " 172.22.201.234 ", // 05 MPDB
34 " 172.22.201.235 ", // 06 MPCL
35 " 172.22.201.255 ", // 07 Broadcast central site
36 " 172.17.255.255 " // 08 Broadcast remote site
37 };
38
39 public static final String [] mps = {
40 "MPSN",
41 "MPRS",
42 "MPDC",
43 "MPVE",
44 "MPAE",
45 "MPDB",
46 "MPCL"
47 };
48
49 public static final long protocols [] = {
50 0, // 00 Any protocol
51 5026 , // 01 NMX ( inverted port)
52 5413 , // 02 SuiteLink / WWIOTalk
53 445 , // 03 MS File Transfer
54 135 , // 04 RPC DCOM
55 137 , // 05 NetBIOS 1
56 138 , // 06 NetBIOS 2
57 139 , // 07 NetBIOS 3
58 3389 , // 08 RDP
59 1433 , // 09 MSSQL Session
60 1434 , // 10 MSSQL Browser
61 161 , // 11 SNMP Synchronous
62 162 // 12 SNMP Asynchronous
63 };
64
65 private static MSet [] sets; // One set per measurement
66
67 public static void main( String [] args) {
68
69 sets = new MSet [999];
70 for (int i = 0; i <999; i++) {
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71 sets[i] = null ;
72 }
73
74 numberOfComputers = computers . length ;
75 numberOfProtocols = protocols . length ;
76
77 /* Read the file containing the filenames to be included in the
78 * analysis and then create MSets and fill them with MPost (one per
79 * data file)
80 */
81 String result = "";
82 FileReader fileReader ;
83 int errors = 0;
84 int lines = 0;
85 try {
86 fileReader = new FileReader ( workingDirectory + inputFile );
87 } catch ( FileNotFoundException e) {
88 System .out. println (" Error : File not found : "+e. getMessage ());
89 return ;
90 }
91 BufferedReader bufferedReader = new BufferedReader ( fileReader );
92 String line = null ;
93 try {
94 while (( line = bufferedReader . readLine ()) != null ) {
95 int id;
96 try {
97 id = Integer . valueOf (line. substring (0, 3));
98 if (sets[id] == null ) {
99 sets[id] = new MSet(id );

100 sets[id ]. add(line );
101 } else {
102 sets[id ]. add(line );
103 }
104 } catch ( NumberFormatException e) {
105 System .out. println (
106 " Error : Illegal filename format , ignoring : "+
107 line );
108 errors ++;
109 }
110 lines ++;
111 }
112 } catch ( IOException e) {
113 System .out. println (" Error : IOException : "+e. getMessage ());
114 return ;
115 }
116 try {
117 bufferedReader . close ();
118 } catch ( IOException e) {
119 System .out. println (" Error : IOException : "+e. getMessage ());
120 return ;
121 }
122 System .out. print ("% Result of reading file list ’"+
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123 workingDirectory + inputFile +
124 " ’:"+
125 result +
126 "[end of file , "+
127 lines +
128 " lines , "+
129 errors +
130 " error "+
131 ( errors ==1?"":"s")+
132 "]\n");
133
134 /* Run all the MSets which will then run all their MPosts . Then
135 * there ’s just concatenating the output to a quite large m-file
136 * left to do
137 */
138 String summary = "%% List of generated 3D traffic matrices \n";
139 for (int i = 0; i <999; i++) {
140 if (sets[i] != null ) {
141 sets[i]. calculateOffsets ();
142 System .out. println (
143 "\n\n%% Construction of Matrix for "+i+"...");
144 System .out. println (
145 "% end of extraction , success = "+sets[i]. run ());
146 NumberFormat f = new DecimalFormat ("000");
147 summary += "% m" + f. format (i). toString ()+"\n";
148 }
149
150 }
151 System .out. println ("\n\n"+ summary );
152 }
153 }

Listing 3: Traffic Extractor, Main File, Java

The input to this file looks like this (here compacted to columns):

1 001 _MPAE_20101215 .dat 106 _MPCL_20101216 .dat 208 _MPDB_20101216 .dat
2 001 _MPCL_20101215 .dat 106 _MPDB_20101216 .dat 208 _MPDC_20101216 .dat
3 001 _MPDB_20101215 .dat 106 _MPDC_20101216 .dat 208 _MPRS_20101216 .dat
4 001 _MPDC_20101215 .dat 106 _MPRS_20101216 .dat 208 _MPSN_20101216 .dat
5 001 _MPRS_20101215 .dat 106 _MPSN_20101216 .dat 208 _MPVE_20101216 .dat
6 001 _MPSN_20101215 .dat 106 _MPVE_20101216 .dat 302 _MPAE_20101217 .dat
7 001 _MPVE_20101215 .dat 107 _MPAE_20101216 .dat 302 _MPCL_20101217 .dat
8 101 _MPAE_20101215 .dat 107 _MPCL_20101216 .dat 302 _MPDB_20101217 .dat
9 101 _MPCL_20101215 .dat 107 _MPDB_20101216 .dat 302 _MPDC_20101217 .dat

10 101 _MPDB_20101215 .dat 107 _MPDC_20101216 .dat 302 _MPRS_20101217 .dat
11 101 _MPDC_20101215 .dat 107 _MPRS_20101216 .dat 302 _MPVE_20101217 .dat
12 101 _MPRS_20101215 .dat 107 _MPSN_20101216 .dat 304 _MPAE_20101217 .dat
13 101 _MPSN_20101215 .dat 107 _MPVE_20101216 .dat 304 _MPCL_20101217 .dat
14 101 _MPVE_20101215 .dat 108 _MPAE_20101216 .dat 304 _MPDB_20101217 .dat
15 102 _MPAE_20101215 .dat 108 _MPCL_20101216 .dat 304 _MPDC_20101217 .dat
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16 102 _MPCL_20101215 .dat 108 _MPDB_20101216 .dat 304 _MPRS_20101217 .dat
17 102 _MPDB_20101215 .dat 108 _MPDC_20101216 .dat 304 _MPVE_20101217 .dat
18 102 _MPDC_20101215 .dat 108 _MPRS_20101216 .dat 308 _MPAE_20101217 .dat
19 102 _MPRS_20101215 .dat 108 _MPSN_20101216 .dat 308 _MPCL_20101217 .dat
20 102 _MPSN_20101215 .dat 108 _MPVE_20101216 .dat 308 _MPDB_20101217 .dat
21 102 _MPVE_20101215 .dat 201 _MPAE_20101215 .dat 308 _MPDC_20101217 .dat
22 103 _MPAE_20101216 .dat 201 _MPCL_20101215 .dat 308 _MPRS_20101217 .dat
23 103 _MPCL_20101216 .dat 201 _MPDB_20101215 .dat 308 _MPVE_20101217 .dat
24 103 _MPDB_20101216 .dat 201 _MPDC_20101215 .dat 408 _MPAE_20101217 .dat
25 103 _MPDC_20101216 .dat 201 _MPRS_20101215 .dat 408 _MPCL_20101217 .dat
26 103 _MPRS_20101216 .dat 201 _MPSN_20101215 .dat 408 _MPDB_20101217 .dat
27 103 _MPSN_20101216 .dat 201 _MPVE_20101215 .dat 408 _MPDC_20101217 .dat
28 103 _MPVE_20101216 .dat 202 _MPAE_20101215 .dat 408 _MPRS_20101217 .dat
29 104 _MPAE_20101216 .dat 202 _MPCL_20101215 .dat 408 _MPVE_20101217 .dat
30 104 _MPCL_20101216 .dat 202 _MPDB_20101215 .dat 502 _MPAE_20101217 .dat
31 104 _MPDB_20101216 .dat 202 _MPDC_20101215 .dat 502 _MPCL_20101217 .dat
32 104 _MPDC_20101216 .dat 202 _MPRS_20101215 .dat 502 _MPDB_20101217 .dat
33 104 _MPRS_20101216 .dat 202 _MPSN_20101215 .dat 502 _MPDC_20101217 .dat
34 104 _MPSN_20101216 .dat 202 _MPVE_20101215 .dat 502 _MPRS_20101217 .dat
35 104 _MPVE_20101216 .dat 204 _MPAE_20101216 .dat 502 _MPVE_20101217 .dat
36 105 _MPAE_20101216 .dat 204 _MPCL_20101216 .dat 508 _MPAE_20101217 .dat
37 105 _MPCL_20101216 .dat 204 _MPDB_20101216 .dat 508 _MPCL_20101217 .dat
38 105 _MPDB_20101216 .dat 204 _MPDC_20101216 .dat 508 _MPDB_20101217 .dat
39 105 _MPDC_20101216 .dat 204 _MPRS_20101216 .dat 508 _MPDC_20101217 .dat
40 105 _MPRS_20101216 .dat 204 _MPSN_20101216 .dat 508 _MPRS_20101217 .dat
41 105 _MPSN_20101216 .dat 204 _MPVE_20101216 .dat 508 _MPVE_20101217 .dat
42 105 _MPVE_20101216 .dat 208 _MPAE_20101216 .dat
43 106 _MPAE_20101216 .dat 208 _MPCL_20101216 .dat

Listing 4: The file complete.files that contains the names of the files to read

A.1.2. com.egneblad.traffic.MSet Class

1 /* Traffic Experiment
2 *
3 * Filename : MSet.java
4 * Author : Johan Egneblad
5 * Description : Measurement Set , represents data from all nodes during
6 * a measurement .
7 */
8
9 package com. egneblad . traffic ;

10
11 import java.util. ArrayList ;
12 import java.util. Iterator ;
13
14 public class MSet {
15 int id; // Set id , consisting of three digits
16 ArrayList <MPost > posts ; // Set of MPosts , one per node
17
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18 /* Constructor for Measurement Set
19 * This constructor need only to be given an MSet ID
20 */
21 MSet(int id) {
22 this .id = id;
23 posts = new ArrayList <MPost >();
24 }
25
26 /* add( filename ) - Add a new MPost to this MSet
27 * Input :
28 * String Filename - The name of the file that the MPost should use
29 */
30 void add( String filename ) {
31 MPost post = new MPost ( filename );
32 posts .add(post );
33 }
34
35 /* run () -> boolean - Run all MPost jobs and return the result (Good/
36 * Bad) After running all analysises in the MSets , their respective 2D
37 * matrices are fetched and combined into a 3D matrix that represents
38 * the entire data situation per sender / protocol / receiver for this
39 * measurement . The results of this combination will be printed in
40 * Matlab format to stdout .
41 *
42 * Be sure to run calculateOffsets before calling this function !
43 */
44 boolean run () {
45 int errorCount = 0, successCount = 0;
46 int size = TrafficExtractor .mps. length ;
47
48 String set = null ;
49 String [] mplist = new String [size ];
50
51 for (int i=0; i<size; i++) {
52 mplist [i] = null ;
53 }
54
55 // Get 2D matrices out of the posts
56 int c = 0; // counter
57 for (Iterator <MPost > iter = posts . iterator (); iter. hasNext ();) {
58 MPost p = iter.next ();
59 if (p.isOK ()) {
60 try {
61 if (p.run ()) {
62 successCount ++;
63 } else {
64 errorCount ++;
65 }
66 } catch ( Exception e) {
67 System .out. println (
68 "% Error while running post , probably a conversion "+
69 " error : "
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70 +e. getMessage ());
71 errorCount ++;
72 }
73 System .out. println (p. getConv ());
74 System .out. println (p. getMATLABArray ());
75 }
76 if (set == null ) {
77 set = p. getSet ();
78 }
79 for (int i=0; i<size; i++) {
80 if (p. getMP (). equalsIgnoreCase ( TrafficExtractor .mps[i])) {
81 mplist [i] = p. getMP ();
82 break ;
83 }
84 }
85 }
86
87 // Combine them into a 3D matrix
88 System .out. println (
89 "% Combine into a 3D matrix senders x recievers x protocols ");
90 System .out. print ("m"+set+" = cat (3");
91 for (int i = 0; i<size; i++) {
92 if ( mplist [i]!= null ) {
93 System .out. print (",m"+set+"_"+ mplist [i]);
94 }
95 }
96 System .out. print (");\n\n");
97
98 System .out. println ("% Set with id="+id+" finished . "+ successCount +
99 " successful , "+ errorCount +" failed .");

100
101 return ( errorCount ==0);
102 }
103
104 /* calculateOffset ()
105 * Check the creation timestamp of all MPosts ’ files and take out the
106 * latest ( newest ) of these . Then tell all the MPosts about that so
107 * they can adjust their offsets accordingly .
108 */
109 void calculateOffsets () {
110 long newest = 0;
111 for (Iterator <MPost > iter = posts . iterator (); iter. hasNext ();) {
112 MPost p = iter.next ();
113 if ( newest < p. getCreated ()) {
114 newest = p. getCreated ();
115 }
116 }
117 for (Iterator <MPost > iter = posts . iterator (); iter. hasNext ();) {
118 MPost p = iter.next ();
119 p. setOffset ( newest );
120 }
121 }
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122 }

Listing 5: Traffic Extractor, MSet, Java

A.1.3. com.egneblad.traffic.MPost Class

1 /* Traffic Experiment
2 *
3 * Filename : MPost .java
4 * Author : Johan Egneblad
5 * Description : Measurement Post , represents data from one nodes
6 * during a measurement .
7 */
8
9 package com. egneblad . traffic ;

10
11 import java.io .*;
12
13 public class MPost {
14 private String filename ;
15 private long created = 0;
16 private long offset = 0;
17 private boolean ok = false ;
18 private String ip = " 0.0.0.0 ";
19 private String mp = "MPxx";
20 private String id = "000";
21
22 private long bytes [][]; // number of bytes transmitted to a specific
23 // received with a specific protocol
24 private long packets [][]; // number of packets transmitted to a
25 // specific received with a specific protocol
26 private String conv = ""; // The resulting string to send to Matlab
27
28 /* Contructor for Measurement Post
29 * Input :
30 * String filename - path to rawdata file from Wireshark
31 *
32 * There will be one instance of this class for each measurement and
33 * measurement point (node ). It is responsible for running the tshark
34 * analysis as a sub process and then parse what comes out of it in the
35 * two 2D matrices bytes [][] and packets [][] owned by this class .
36 *
37 * Since the measurements were started and stopped manually they were
38 * actually not started at exactly the same time. However , the time on
39 * the nodes were automatically synced and the rawdata files contains
40 * information about when each packet was recieved or transmitted . The
41 * aggregate parent of this class , MSet , is responsible for calculating
42 * the optimal set of offset so that each MSet knows what time window
43 * to ask tshark for when analysing . Each recording was estimately six
44 * minutes long for this purpose , when we are only using five of them ,
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45 * though always the exact same five minutes for all nodes .
46 */
47 MPost ( String filename ) {
48 this . filename = filename ;
49 File file = new File( TrafficExtractor . workingDirectory + filename );
50 if (file != null ) {
51 ok = true ;
52 created = file. lastModified ();
53 if ( created == 0) {
54 ok = false ;
55 }
56 } else {
57 ok = false ;
58 }
59
60 // Determine my IP and set ID
61 mp = filename . substring (4 ,8);
62 id = filename . substring (0 ,3);
63 if (mp. equalsIgnoreCase ("MPAE")) {
64 ip = " 172.22.201.233 ";
65 } else if (mp. equalsIgnoreCase ("MPCL")) {
66 ip = " 172.22.201.235 ";
67 } else if (mp. equalsIgnoreCase ("MPDB")) {
68 ip = " 172.22.201.234 ";
69 } else if (mp. equalsIgnoreCase ("MPDC")) {
70 ip = " 172.22.201.231 ";
71 } else if (mp. equalsIgnoreCase ("MPRS")) {
72 ip = " 172.17.120.99 ";
73 } else if (mp. equalsIgnoreCase ("MPSN")) {
74 ip = " 172.17.120.97 ";
75 } else if (mp. equalsIgnoreCase ("MPVE")) {
76 ip = " 172.22.201.232 ";
77 } else {
78 ok = false ;
79 }
80
81 // Allocate the needed amount of data for the 2D matrices
82 bytes = new long [ TrafficExtractor . numberOfComputers ]
83 [ TrafficExtractor . numberOfProtocols ];
84 for (int i=0; i< TrafficExtractor . numberOfComputers ; i++) {
85 for (int j=0; j< TrafficExtractor . numberOfProtocols ; j++) {
86 bytes [i][j] = 0;
87 }
88 }
89
90 packets = new long [ TrafficExtractor . numberOfComputers ]
91 [ TrafficExtractor . numberOfProtocols ];
92 for (int i=0; i< TrafficExtractor . numberOfComputers ; i++) {
93 for (int j=0; j< TrafficExtractor . numberOfProtocols ; j++) {
94 packets [i][j] = 0;
95 }
96 }
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97 }
98
99 /* run ()

100 *
101 * This function will start three subprocesses running tshark with
102 * different settings to retrieve analysis data from the three main
103 * protocols that lies under those we are really interested in. These
104 * has to be done separately due to limitation in tshark . Note also how
105 * the offset is put in as a filter .
106 */
107 public boolean run () {
108
109 String cmd_ip =
110 " tshark -n -r " + TrafficExtractor . workingDirectory + filename +
111 " -z conv ,ip ,\" frame . time_relative >= " + offset +
112 " && frame . time_relative < " + (300+ offset ) +
113 "\" | grep -A 200 \" IPv4 Conversations \" | sed ’1,4d’ | sed ’$d ’";
114
115 String cmd_tcp =
116 " tshark -n -r " + TrafficExtractor . workingDirectory + filename +
117 " -z conv ,tcp ,\" frame . time_relative >= " + offset +
118 " && frame . time_relative < " + (300+ offset ) +
119 "\" | grep -A 200 \" TCP Conversations \" | sed ’1,4d’ | sed ’$d ’";
120
121 String cmd_udp =
122 " tshark -n -r " + TrafficExtractor . workingDirectory + filename +
123 " -z conv ,udp ,\" frame . time_relative >= " + offset +
124 " && frame . time_relative < " + (300+ offset ) +
125 "\" | grep -A 200 \" UDP Conversations \" | sed ’1,4d’ | sed ’$d ’";
126
127 ProcessBuilder pb;
128 Process p;
129 InputStream in;
130 BufferedReader reader ;
131 String input ;
132
133 int shellExitStatusIP = 1;
134 int shellExitStatusTCP = 1;
135 int shellExitStatusUDP = 1;
136
137 // Some comments for the matlab output
138 conv = "% Test no: "+id + "\n" +
139 "% Measurement point : " + mp + "\n" +
140 "% IP Address : "+ip;
141
142 // IP Analyze
143 conv += "\n\n% IP Conversation list\n";
144 conv += "% "+ cmd_ip + "\n";
145 conv += "% =============================================== "+
146 " =====================================================\ n";
147 conv += "% "+
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148 "| <- | | -> | | Total
|\n";

149 conv += "% "+
150 "| Frames Bytes | | Frames Bytes | | Frames Bytes |\n";
151 conv += "% -----------------------------------------------"+
152 " -----------------------------------------------------\n";
153 try {
154 pb = new ProcessBuilder ("bash","-c", cmd_ip );
155 pb. redirectErrorStream ( true );
156 p = pb. start ();
157 in = p. getInputStream ();
158 reader = new BufferedReader (new InputStreamReader (in ));
159
160 while (( input = reader . readLine ()) != null )
161 {
162 conv += "% " + input + "\n";
163 extract (input , false );
164 }
165
166 shellExitStatusIP = 0;
167 } catch ( IOException e) {
168 e. printStackTrace ();
169 }
170 conv += "% ============================================== "+
171 " ====================================================== ";
172
173 // TCP Analyze
174 conv += "\n\n% TCP Conversation list\n";
175 conv += "% "+ cmd_tcp + "\n";
176 conv += "% ============================================== "+
177 " ======================================================\ n";
178 conv += "% "+
179 "| <- | | -> | | Total

|\n";
180 conv += "% "+
181 "| Frames Bytes | | Frames Bytes | | Frames Bytes |\n";
182 conv += "% ----------------------------------------------"+
183 " ------------------------------------------------------\n";
184 try {
185 pb = new ProcessBuilder ("bash","-c", cmd_tcp );
186 pb. redirectErrorStream ( true );
187 p = pb. start ();
188 in = p. getInputStream ();
189 reader = new BufferedReader (new InputStreamReader (in ));
190
191 while (( input = reader . readLine ()) != null )
192 {
193 conv += "% "+ input + "\n";
194 extract (input , true );
195 }
196
197 shellExitStatusTCP = 0;
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198 } catch ( IOException e) {
199 e. printStackTrace ();
200 }
201 conv += "% =============================================== "+
202 " ===================================================== ";
203
204 // UDP Analyze
205 conv += "\n\n% UDP Conversation list\n";
206 conv += "% "+ cmd_udp + "\n";
207 conv += "% =============================================== "+
208 " =====================================================\ n";
209 conv += "% "+
210 "| <- | | -> | | Total

|\n";
211 conv += "% "+
212 "| Frames Bytes | | Frames Bytes | | Frames Bytes |\n";
213 conv += "% -----------------------------------------------"+
214 " -----------------------------------------------------\n";
215 try {
216 pb = new ProcessBuilder ("bash","-c", cmd_udp );
217 pb. redirectErrorStream ( true );
218 p = pb. start ();
219 in = p. getInputStream ();
220 reader = new BufferedReader (new InputStreamReader (in ));
221
222 while (( input = reader . readLine ()) != null )
223 {
224 conv += "% " + input + "\n";
225 extract (input , true );
226 }
227
228 shellExitStatusUDP = 0;
229 } catch ( IOException e) {
230 e. printStackTrace ();
231 }
232 conv += "% =============================================== "+
233 " =====================================================\ n";
234
235 return
236 (( shellExitStatusIP + shellExitStatusTCP + shellExitStatusUDP )==0);
237 }
238
239 /* extract (line , hasPorts )
240 * Input
241 * String line - a line of the analyse output from tshark
242 * boolean hasPorts - True if the analysed protocol has ports
243 *
244 * This function extracts number and transmitters / destinations / ports
245 * from a line of what comes out of tshark . The results will be sorted
246 * and stored into the bytes [][] and packets [][] matrices of the
247 * instance of this class .
248 */
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249 public void extract ( String line , boolean hasPorts ) {
250 String [] parts = line. split ("\\s+" ,9);
251 /* Description of parts :
252 * 0: Address A
253 * 1: <->
254 * 2: Address B
255 * 3: Frames A<-B
256 * 4: Bytes A<-B
257 * 5: Frames A->B
258 * 6: Bytes A->B
259 * 7: Packets total
260 * 8: Bytes total
261 */
262
263 // Get addresses
264 String A = parts [0]. trim ();
265 String B = parts [2]. trim ();
266 int pA=0, pB =0;
267 if ( hasPorts ) {
268 pA = Integer . valueOf (A. substring (A. lastIndexOf (’:’)+1). trim ());
269 pB = Integer . valueOf (B. substring (B. lastIndexOf (’:’)+1). trim ());
270 A = A. substring (0,A. lastIndexOf (’:’)). trim ();
271 B = B. substring (0,B. lastIndexOf (’:’)). trim ();
272 }
273
274 // Get traffic
275 int bAB = Integer . valueOf ( parts [6]. trim ());
276 int pAB = Integer . valueOf ( parts [5]. trim ());
277 int bBA = Integer . valueOf ( parts [4]. trim ());
278 int pBA = Integer . valueOf ( parts [3]. trim ());
279
280 // Filter and put into sum array
281 // If I am A
282 if (A. equals (ip )) {
283 for (int c=0; c< TrafficExtractor . numberOfComputers ; c++) {
284 if (B. equals ( TrafficExtractor . computers [c])) {
285 if (! hasPorts ) {
286 bytes [c][0] += bAB;
287 packets [c][0] += pAB;
288 } else {
289 for (int p=1; p< TrafficExtractor . numberOfProtocols ;
290 p++) {
291 if (pA == TrafficExtractor . protocols [p] ||
292 pB == TrafficExtractor . protocols [p]) {
293 bytes [c][p] += bAB;
294 packets [c][p] += pAB;
295 }
296 }
297 }
298 }
299 }
300 } else // If I am B
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301 if (B. equals (ip )) {
302 for (int c=0; c< TrafficExtractor . numberOfComputers ; c++) {
303 if (A. equals ( TrafficExtractor . computers [c])) {
304 if (! hasPorts ) {
305 bytes [c][0] += bBA;
306 packets [c][0] += pBA;
307 } else {
308 for (int p=1; p< TrafficExtractor . numberOfProtocols ;
309 p++) {
310 if (pB == TrafficExtractor . protocols [p] ||
311 pA == TrafficExtractor . protocols [p]) {
312 bytes [c][p] += bBA;
313 packets [c][p] += pBA;
314 }
315 }
316 }
317 }
318 }
319 }
320
321 }
322
323 /* getMATLABArray () -> String
324 * This function builds a string which when in an m-file read by Matlab
325 * will be interpreted as a 2D matrix .
326 */
327 public String getMATLABArray () {
328 String result = "% Port";
329
330 for (int p=0; p< TrafficExtractor . numberOfProtocols ; p++) {
331 result += "\t" + TrafficExtractor . protocols [p];
332 }
333
334 result += " Computer : \nm" +
335 id+"_"+mp+" = [ ...\n";
336
337 for (int c=0; c< TrafficExtractor . numberOfComputers ; c++) {
338 for (int p=0; p< TrafficExtractor . numberOfProtocols ; p++) {
339 result += "\t" + bytes [c][p];
340 }
341 result += "; % " + TrafficExtractor . computers [c] + "\n";
342 }
343
344 return result + "];";
345 }
346
347 // Returns the results of the tshark commands
348 public String getConv () {
349 return conv;
350 }
351
352 // Returns a textual representation of this object , here the filename
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353 public String toString () {
354 return filename ;
355 }
356
357 // Get the created timestamp for the associated file
358 public long getCreated () {
359 return created ;
360 }
361
362 // Get quality check parameter (set to False if something goes wrong )
363 public boolean isOK () {
364 return ok;
365 }
366
367 // Set the offset parameter
368 // Input :
369 // long newest - timestamp of the created date of the newest MPost in the
370 // MSet. We must start looking at this set first when all
371 // measurements are running .
372 public void setOffset ( long newest ) {
373 offset = ( newest - created ) / 1000;
374 if (offset >60) {
375 System .out. println (
376 "% Warning : Offset is "+ offset +", must be < 60 ");
377 }
378 }
379
380 // Returns the Measurement Point name as a string .
381 public String getMP () {
382 return mp;
383 }
384
385 // Get the ID of this set ( found in the filename , see constructor )
386 public String getSet () {
387 return id;
388 }
389 }

Listing 6: Traffic Extractor, MPost, Java

A.2. Statics Analysis - Matlab

The Matlab script reads the output produced by the Java program, stored in load_data.m.
You can see that this is called in the beginning of the script, which is rather self-
explanatory. The script analyses the data and outputs it as both a csv (comma-separated
data) file containing the statistics of each of the 4095 2D datasets as well as filtered set
of 2D plots showing those curves which are either linearly growing or static and large
enough to matter (I use the word significant here with the more everyday meaning rather
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that that of the statistical term).

1 %% Traffic Experiment
2
3 % Filename : da.m
4 % Author : Johan Egneblad
5 % Description : Compose and analyze the data from the traffic
6 % experiment
7
8 % Clean up
9 clc

10 clear all
11 close all
12 system (’rm -f plot /*. eps ’);
13 system (’rm -f parts /*. tex ’);
14
15 %% Global variables
16 global limit_corr limit_prob limit_linsign limit_statsign ...
17 draw_figs render_graphs ...
18 filter_on_probable filter_on_significant exclude_any_protocol
19
20 %% Limits for filtering the results
21 % Units here are
22 % y [b/s]
23 % k [b/s/item]
24 % x [item]
25 % m [b/s]
26 limit_corr = .9; % Minimum correlation coefficient
27 limit_prob = .05; % Maximum probability constant
28 limit_linsign = 1; % Minumum k in y = kx + m
29 limit_statsign = 1000; % Minumum mean of measurement points [b/s] if
30 % not linear
31 filter_on_significant = 1; % 1 True / 0 False
32 filter_on_probable = 1; % 1 True / 0 False
33 exclude_any_protocol = 0; % 1 True / 0 False
34
35 %% Plots
36 draw_figs = 1; % 1 True / 0 False
37 render_graphs = 1; % 1 True / 0 False
38
39
40 %% Time constant
41 % The period of each measurement were the same throughout the experiment
42 period = 300; % [s]
43
44 disp (’Started .’);
45
46 %% Introduction
47 % Compose the statistics of the data traffic experiment into a 3D matrix
48 % the following axis:
49 %
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50 % * Source
51 % * Destination
52 % * Protocol
53 %
54 % The unit used is bytes per second , which is mean over the measured five
55 % minute period of each data set. Each data capture has different starting
56 % times , so statistics from Wireshark has to be filtered so that all
57 % sources ’ data is taken from the same period , down to a second ’s
58 % precision , a limitation of the MS Windwos filesystem NTFS.
59 %
60 % There will be one such matrix for each measurement round , and the
61 % dimensions of the matrix will be 7x7x10 , thus containing 490 elements .
62 %
63 % The matrices are SEND or Tx values only.
64
65
66 %% Source and Destination Order
67 % The source and destination order will be the same and as follows
68 % (The order is determined by IP addresses which simplifies the readings of
69 % the statistics produced by Wireshark ):
70
71 % ================================================================
72 % No MP Host name IP Address / Netmask MAC Adress
73 % ----------------------------------------------------------------
74 % 01. MPSN sc -arb1 - op230 172.017.120.097/16 00 -17 -a4 -1a -30 - f4
75 % 02. MPRS sc -ta -ae2 172.017.120.099/16 00 -0b-cd -30 -f9 -f0
76 % 03. MPDC sc -ta -scs1 172.022.201.231/24 00 -17 -a4 -1a -31 -38
77 % 04. MPVE sc -ta -ts1 172.022.201.232/24 00 -17 -a4 -1b-a2 -71
78 % 05. MPAE sc -ta -ae1 172.022.201.233/24 00 -1e -0b -81 -95 - a2
79 % 06. MPDB sc -ta -db1 172.022.201.234/24 00 -1c-c4 -8e-c8 -cd
80 % 07. MPCL sc -ta -op2 172.022.201.235/24 00 -22 -64 -20 -6f -6e
81 % 08. x BROADCAST xxx.xxx.xxx .255/24 ff -ff -ff -ff -ff -ff
82 % xxx.xxx .255.255/16
83 % ================================================================
84
85
86 %% Protocol order
87 % The third axis represents the different protocols of interest and a
88 % plane for total traffic . The protocols are ordered as follows :
89
90 % ============================================
91 % No TCP/UDP Port Protocol
92 % --------------------------------------------
93 % 01. * * Total
94 % 02. TCP 5026 NMX
95 % 03. TCP 5413 SuiteLink / WWIOTALK
96 % 04. TCP 445 MS File Transfer
97 % 05. TCP 135 RPC DCOM/ epmap
98 % 06. TDP/UDP 137 -139 NetBIOS
99 % 07. TCP 3389 RDP Remote Desktop

100 % 08. TCP 1433 -1434 MSSQL
101 % 09. UDP 161 SNMP Synchronous
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102 % 10. UDP 162 SNMP Asynchronous
103 % ============================================
104
105 %% Time Syncronization
106 % All computers have synchronized clocks using the Meinberg NTP service .
107
108 %% Construction of the Matrices
109 % The matrices will be named mnnnx where nnn is the measurement number .
110 % This is a brief overview of the measurements :
111
112 % ====================================================
113 % Test Date Description Nodes
114 % ----------------------------------------------------
115 % 001. 20101215 Idle run xxxxxx
116 % ----------------------------------------------------
117 % SNMP 10s period
118 % ----------------------------------------------------
119 % 101. 20101215 SNMP 8x1 Items , 10s xxxxxx
120 % 102. 20101215 SNMP 8x2 Items , 10s xxxxxx
121 % 103. 20101216 SNMP 8x3 Items , 10s xxxxxx
122 % 104. 20101216 SNMP 8x4 Items , 10s xxxxxx
123 % 105. 20101216 SNMP 8x5 Items , 10s xxxxxx
124 % 106. 20101216 SNMP 8x6 Items , 10s xxxxxx
125 % 107. 20101216 SNMP 8x7 Items , 10s xxxxxx
126 % 108. 20101216 SNMP 8x8 Items , 10s xxxxxx
127 % ----------------------------------------------------
128 % SNMP 20s period
129 % ----------------------------------------------------
130 % 201. 20101216 SNMP 8x1 Items , 20s xxxxxx
131 % 202. 20101215 SNMP 8x2 Items , 20s xxxxxx
132 % 204. 20101216 SNMP 8x4 Items , 20s xxxxxx
133 % 208. 20101216 SNMP 8x8 Items , 20s xxxxxx
134 % ----------------------------------------------------
135 % B2000 10s period
136 % ----------------------------------------------------
137 % 302. 20101217 B2000 8x2 Items , 10s -xxxxx
138 % 304. 20101217 B2000 8x4 Items , 10s -xxxxx
139 % 308. 20101217 B2000 8x8 Items , 10s -xxxxx
140 % ----------------------------------------------------
141 % B2000 5s period
142 % ----------------------------------------------------
143 % 408. 20101217 B2000 8x8 Items , 5s -xxxxx
144 % ----------------------------------------------------
145 % B2000 1s period
146 % ----------------------------------------------------
147 % 502. 20101217 B2000 8x2 Items , 1s -xxxxx
148 % 504. 20101217 B2000 8x4 Items , 1s -xxxxx
149 % 508. 20101217 B2000 8x8 Items , 1s -xxxxx
150 % ====================================================
151
152
153 %% Building the Matrices From Gathered Data
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154 % The data has be extracted from wireshark statistics of the capture files
155 % made during the experiment . The ectraction is done by a custom java
156 % application called TrafficExtractor .
157 load_data
158
159 %% Combining the Matrices to Analyze Trends
160 % The matrices each represent points in 5 different measurement series .
161
162 % m1 - Linear 0 -64 SNMP items , 10s change interval
163 m1 = cat (4,m001 ,m101 ,m102 ,m103 ,m104 ,m105 ,m106 ,m107 ,m108 ); % linear
164 m1x = [0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64]; % items
165
166 % m2 - 2-log 0 -64 SNMP items , 20s change interval
167 m2 = cat (4,m001 ,m201 ,m202 ,m204 ,m208 ); % 2- logarithmic
168 m2x = [0 8 16 32 64];
169
170 % m3 - 2-log 0 -64 B2000 items , 10s change interval
171 m3 = cat (4,m001 ,m302 ,m304 ,m308 ); % 2- logarithmic
172 m3x = [0 16 32 64];
173
174 % m4 - Semilinear 64 B2000 items , 10 -1s change interval
175 m4 = cat (4,m308 ,m408 ,m508 ); % Semilinear
176 m4x = [10 5 1];
177
178 % m5 - 2-log 0 -64 B2000 items , 1s change interval
179 m5 = cat (4,m001 ,m502 ,m508 ); % 2- logarithmic
180 m5x = [0 16 64];
181
182 %% Rearranging the Orders of the Dimensions
183 % Dimensions are now in the order
184 % * Receiver 1..9
185 % * Protocol 1..13
186 % * Sender 1..7
187 % * Dataset 1..n (for n datasets )
188 %
189 % In order to extract the interesting datasets a rearrangement of
190 % dimensions has to be done. Datasets of interrest is data between two
191 % computers as a function of dataset number for each node combination and
192 % protocol . This can be achieved by moving the last dimension ( dataset ) to
193 % the front . We also want to shift the order or reciever and protocol .Then
194 % the dimensions will be as follows
195 % * Dataset 1..n
196 % * Protocol 1..13
197 % * Reciever 1..9
198 % * Sender 1..7
199 %
200 % The graphs will then be generated from 2D matrices (:,:,p,s) where p is
201 % the protocol and s is the sending node.
202 m1p = permute (m1 , [4 2 1 3]);
203 m2p = permute (m2 , [4 2 1 3]);
204 m3p = permute (m3 , [4 2 1 3]);
205 m4p = permute (m4 , [4 2 1 3]);
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206 m5p = permute (m5 , [4 2 1 3]);
207
208 %% Normalize on period which was 5 minutes for all measurements
209 m1p = m1p ./ period ;
210 m2p = m2p ./ period ;
211 m3p = m3p ./ period ;
212 m4p = m4p ./ period ;
213 m5p = m5p ./ period ;
214
215 %% Open up a file to print results in on csv format
216 csvfile = fopen (’graph / results .csv ’,’w’);
217 fprintf (csvfile , ...
218 ’Test ,Rx ,Tx ,Prot ,k,m,cc ,prob ,mean ,isprob ,issign ,islinsign , isstatsign \n’);
219
220 %% Results
221 % Measurements 1-5
222 % SNMP , traffic as a functions of items , 10s interval
223 plotresults (m1p ,m1x ,1,’SNMP items ’,csvfile );
224 % SNMP , traffic as a functions of items , 20s interval
225 plotresults (m2p ,m2x ,2,’SNMP items ’,csvfile );
226 % B2000 , traffic as a functions of items , 10s interval
227 plotresults (m3p ,m3x ,3,’B2000 items ’,csvfile );
228 % B2000 , traffic as a functions of interval , 64 items
229 plotresults (m4p ,m4x ,4,’interval [s]’,csvfile );
230 % B2000 , traffic as a functions of items , 1s interval
231 plotresults (m5p ,m5x ,5,’B2000 items ’,csvfile );
232
233 %% Close figure window and csv file
234 close ;
235 fclose ( csvfile );
236
237 %% Use python script to render network graphs
238 tolatexgraph (0); % generate latex file to the graph key
239 if render_graphs
240 disp (’Rendering network graphs ... ’);
241 cd graph
242 system (’./ render .py ’);
243 system (’./ roughfilter .sh ’);
244 system (’./ latextable .pl ’);
245 cd ..
246 end
247
248 %% That was it
249 disp (’Done , remember to convert the plots using plot/ convert .sh ’);

Listing 7: Statistic Analysis, Main File, Matlab

,

1 %% Traffic Experiment
2
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3 % Filename : plotresults .m
4 % Author : Johan Egneblad
5 % Description : Do a linear regression on the data , plot and save the
6 % plots to eps files . Also create a csv file with all
7 % Statistical data.
8
9 function plotresults (mp ,mx , testnumber ,xtitle , csvfile )

10 global period limit_corr limit_prob limit_linsign limit_statsign ...
11 draw_figs render_graphs ...
12 filter_on_probable filter_on_significant exclude_any_protocol
13
14 % Define labels
15 mps = {
16 ’MPSN ’,
17 ’MPRS ’,
18 ’MPDC ’,
19 ’MPVE ’,
20 ’MPAE ’,
21 ’MPDB ’,
22 ’MPCL ’,
23 ’172 -22 -201 -255 ’,
24 ’172 -17 -255 -255 ’
25 };
26 protocols = {
27 ’* - Any protocol ’
28 ’5026 - NMX ’
29 ’5413 - SuiteLink / WWIOTalk ’
30 ’445 - MS File Transfer ’
31 ’135 - RPC DCOM ’
32 ’137 - NetBIOS 1’
33 ’138 - NetBIOS 2’
34 ’139 - NetBIOS 3’
35 ’3389 - RDP ’
36 ’1433 - MSSQL Session ’
37 ’1434 - MSSQL Browser ’
38 ’161 - SNMP Synchronous ’
39 ’162 - SNMP Asynchronous ’
40 };
41 protocols_short = {
42 ’All ’
43 ’NMX ’
44 ’SL ’
45 ’CFID ’
46 ’RPC ’
47 ’NB1 ’
48 ’NB2 ’
49 ’NB3 ’
50 ’RDP ’
51 ’MSSQL ’
52 ’MSSQL ’
53 ’SNMPs ’
54 ’SNMPa ’
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55 };
56 % Define pretty printing constants for plots
57 Colors = cell2str ({ ’b’,’r’,’g’,’y’,’c’});
58 Markers =[ ’o’,’x’,’+’,’*’,’s’,’d’,’v’,’^’,’<’,’>’,’p’,’h’,’.’ ,...
59 ’+’,’*’,’o’,’x’,’^’,’<’,’h’,’.’,’>’,’p’,’s’,’d’,’v’ ,...
60 ’o’,’x’,’+’,’*’,’s’,’d’,’v’,’^’,’<’,’>’,’p’,’h’,’.’];
61
62 % Create counters for overall stats
63 count = 0;
64 count_plots = 0;
65 tcount = size (mp ,4) * size (mp ,3) * size (mp ,2);
66 tcount_passed = 0;
67
68 for s = 1: size (mp ,4) % senders [s]
69
70 for r = 1: size (mp ,3) % recievers [r]
71
72 count_passed = 0;
73 txrxid = sprintf (’test%d_% s_to_ %s’, ...
74 testnumber , cell2str (mps(s)), cell2str (mps(r)));
75 txrxtitle = sprintf (’Test %d - %s to %s’, ...
76 testnumber , cell2str (mps(s)), cell2str (mps(r)));
77 y_passed = [];
78 y_linear = [];
79 p_passed = {};
80
81 % Calculate coefficients
82 for p = 1: size (mp ,2) % protocols [p]
83 uniqueid = sprintf (’test%d_% s_to_ % s_using_ %s’, ...
84 testnumber , cell2str (mps(s)), ...
85 cell2str (mps(r)), ...
86 cell2str ( protocols_short (p)));
87
88 %% Check for linearities
89 [pn , err] = polyfit (mx ,mp(:,p,r,s) ’ ,1);
90 [cc ,prob] = corrcoef (mx ,mp(:,p,r,s));
91 k = pn (1);
92 m = pn (2);
93 correlation = cc (1 ,2);
94 probability = prob (1 ,2);
95
96 %% Classification on linearity randomness and propability
97 % correlation coefficient > .9 and
98 % probability of randomness < 0.05
99 if correlation >= limit_corr && probability <= limit_prob

100 probable = ’yes ’;
101 else
102 probable = ’no ’;
103 end
104
105 %% Classification on data rate significance
106 bw_static_mean = mean (mp(:,p,r,s));
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107 bw_linear_per_item = pn (1);
108 if bw_linear_per_item >= limit_linsign && ...
109 strcmp (probable ,’yes ’)
110 linear_significant = ’yes ’;
111 else
112 linear_significant = ’no ’;
113 end
114 if ( bw_static_mean >= limit_statsign )
115 static_significant = ’yes ’;
116 else
117 static_significant = ’no ’;
118 end
119 if strcmp ( linear_significant ,’yes ’) || ...
120 strcmp ( static_significant ,’yes ’)
121 significant = ’yes ’;
122 else
123 significant = ’no ’;
124 end
125
126 %% Filter logics
127 % set passed and passed_any
128 passed = 1; passed_any = 0;
129 if filter_on_significant ==1 && strcmp ( significant ,’no ’)
130 passed = 0;
131 else
132 passed_any = 1;
133 end
134 if filter_on_probable ==1 && strcmp (probable ,’no ’)
135 passed = 0;
136 else
137 passed_any = 1;
138 end
139 if exclude_any_protocol ==1 && p==1
140 passed = 0;
141 passed_any = 0;
142 end
143
144 %% Store away the interesting curves for later plotting
145 if passed == 1
146 count_passed = count_passed + 1;
147 y_passed = [ y_passed mp(:,p,r,s)];
148 y_linear = [ y_linear polyval (pn ,mx ,err ) ’];
149 p_passed {end + 1} = protocols {p};
150 tolatextable (uniqueid ,...
151 k,m, correlation , probability ,...
152 testnumber , ...
153 cell2str (mps(s)), cell2str (mps(r)), ...
154 cell2str ( protocols (p)));
155 end
156
157 %% Log the data to the csv file for later use
158 fprintf (csvfile ,...
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159 ’%d ,%s ,%s ,%s ,%1.5f ,%1.5f ,%1.5f ,%1.5f ,%1.5f ,%s ,%s ,%s ,%s \n’ ,...
160 testnumber , cell2str (mps(s)), cell2str (mps(r)) ,...
161 cell2str ( protocols_short (p)) ,...
162 pn (1) , pn (2) , cc (1 ,2) , prob (1 ,2) ,...
163 bw_static_mean ,probable , significant , linear_significant ,...
164 static_significant );
165 end
166
167 if count_passed > 0
168 % Create Sender ->Reciever -wise plot of filtered -out data
169 count_plots = count_plots + 1;
170 if draw_figs
171 clf
172 end
173 disp ([ ’Plotting ’ txrxid ]);
174 for p = 1: count_passed
175 disp ([ ’ - Drawing points for ’ cell2str ( p_passed (p ))...
176 ’ in ’ Colors (p)]);
177 if draw_figs
178 plot (mx , y_passed (:,p),[ Colors (p) ’-’ Markers (p)]);
179 hold on;
180 end
181 end
182 for p = 1: count_passed
183 disp ([ ’ - Drawing line for ’ cell2str ( p_passed (p ))...
184 ’ in ’ Colors (p)]);
185 if draw_figs
186 plot (mx , y_linear (:,p),[ Colors (p) ’--’]);
187 end
188 end
189 if draw_figs
190 grid on
191 xlabel ( xtitle )
192 ylabel (’TX bytes /s’)
193 title ( txrxtitle );
194 legend (p_passed ,’Location ’,’SouthEast ’);
195 saveas (gcf ,[ ’plot/’ txrxid ’.eps ’], ’epsc ’);
196 end
197 tolatexplot (txrxid , testnumber , ...
198 cell2str (mps(s)), cell2str (mps(r)));
199 tcount_passed = tcount_passed + count_passed ;
200 end
201 end
202 end
203 % Create latex file for the graph t0 -be - rendered
204 tolatexgraph ( testnumber );
205 % Print a status message
206 disp ( sprintf (’Test %i finished : %d/%d passed , gave %d plots ’, ...
207 testnumber , tcount_passed ,tcount , count_plots ));
208 end

Listing 8: Statistic Analysis, Analyse, Trace and Plotting, Matlab
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,

A.3. Communication Graph Rendering - Python

In order to visualize where the communication is actually happening on the network I
wrote this Python program that takes the csv file that the Matlab script produces and
turns it’s data into a DOT file which can be rendered into a directional graph using the
tool GraphViz.

1 #!/ usr/bin/ python
2
3 ## Traffic Experiment
4
5 # Filename : render .py
6 # Author : Johan Egneblad
7 # Description : Converts a CSV file into DOT and MSC files and renders
8 # them using these tools .
9

10 from subprocess import call
11
12 # Filenames
13 SOURCEFILE = ’results .csv ’
14 DOTFILE = ’graph_test %t’
15 MSCFILE = ’seqgraph_test %t’
16
17 # Output
18 CREATEDOT = True
19 CREATEMSC = True
20 RENDERDOT = True
21 RENDERMSC = True
22
23 # Column header labels
24 TEST = ’Test ’
25 TAIL = ’Tx ’
26 HEAD = ’Rx ’
27 SIGN = ’issign ’
28 LINSIGN = ’islinsign ’
29 STATSIGN = ’isstatsign ’
30 PROB = ’isprob ’
31 VALUE = ’k’
32 STATICVAL = ’mean ’
33 PROT = ’Prot ’
34 TRUE = ’yes ’
35 FALSE = ’no ’
36
37 # Visual stuff
38 HIGHLIGHT = [’MPRS ’, ’MPSN ’]
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39 BROWN = ’# cc8833 ’
40 BLUE = ’#1155 cc ’
41 RED = ’# aa5511 ’
42 GREEN = ’#119933 ’
43 BLACK = ’black ’
44 WHITE = ’white ’
45
46 # The aggregate class hierchy looks like this:
47 # MAIN 1..1 Parser
48 # Parser 1..n Test
49 # Test 1..n Node
50 # Test 1..n Relation
51 # Node 1..2 Relation
52
53 # The classes Node and Relation basically build up a graph with nodes and
54 # edges . The nodes correspond to Measurement points and the Relations to
55 # a combination of Sender / Receiver / Protocol connection with the bandwidth
56 # usage as value .
57
58 # This program respects the sign and prob fields from the Matlab fields .
59
60 class Test:
61 def __init__ (self , _number ):
62 self. number = _number
63 self.name = "Test " + _number
64 self. nodes = {}
65 self. relations = []
66
67 def __str__ (self ):
68 return str(self. number )
69
70 def getLabel (self ):
71 return self.name
72
73 def resolveNode (self , _name , _use= False ):
74 if not _name in self. nodes .keys ():
75 return None
76 node = self. nodes [ _name ]
77 if _use:
78 node. connections += 1
79 return node
80
81 def addNode (self , _node ):
82 self. nodes [ _node .name] = _node
83
84 def addRelation (self , _relation ):
85 self. relations . append ( _relation )
86
87 def toDot (self ):
88 output = ’digraph network {\n’
89 output += ’ label =" ’+self.name+’";\n’
90 for nodename , node in self. nodes . iteritems ():
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91 if node. connections > 0:
92 output += node. toDot ()
93 for relation in self. relations :
94 if relation . visible :
95 output += relation . toDot ()
96 output += ’}’
97 return output
98
99 def toMsc (self ):

100 output = ’msc {\n’
101 snippets = []
102 for nodename , node in self. nodes . iteritems ():
103 if node. connections > 0:
104 snippets . append (node. toMsc ())
105 output += ’ ’+’ ,\n ’.join( snippets ) + ’;\n’
106 for relation in self. relations :
107 if relation . visible :
108 output += relation . toMsc ()
109 output += ’}’
110 return output
111
112 class Node:
113 counter = 0
114 def __init__ (self , _name ):
115 self.name = _name
116 self.id = "node" + str(Node. counter )
117 Node. counter += 1
118 self. connections = 0
119 self. color = BLUE if self.name in HIGHLIGHT else BLACK
120 self. fontcolor = WHITE if self.name in HIGHLIGHT else BLACK
121 self. style = ’filled ’ if self.name in HIGHLIGHT else ’solid ’
122 self. shape = ’box ’
123
124 def __str__ (self ):
125 return self.id + ’: ’ + self.name
126
127 def toDot (self ):
128 attrh = {’label ’: self.name ,
129 ’shape ’: self.shape ,
130 ’color ’: self.color ,
131 ’fontcolor ’: self.fontcolor ,
132 ’style ’: self. style }
133 attrl = []
134 for k, v in attrh . iteritems ():
135 attrl . append (k + ’=" ’ + v + ’"’)
136 return ’ ’ + self.id + ’ [’ + ’,’.join( attrl ) + ’];\n’
137
138 def toMsc (self ):
139 return self.id + ’ [ label =" ’ + self.name + ’"] ’
140
141 class Relation :
142 count = 0
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143 signcount = 0
144 probcount = 0
145 def __init__ (self , test , _data ):
146 self. protocol = _data [PROT]
147 self.sign = _data [SIGN] == TRUE
148 self. linsign = _data [ LINSIGN ] == TRUE
149 self. statsign = _data [ STATSIGN ] == TRUE
150 self.prob = _data [PROB] == TRUE
151 self. visible = (( self.prob and self. linsign ) or
152 (self.sign and self. statsign ))
153 self.tail = test. resolveNode ( _data [HEAD], self. visible )
154 self.head = test. resolveNode ( _data [TAIL], self. visible )
155 self. value = str(int( round ( float ( _data [ VALUE ]. lstrip (’-’)))))
156 self. value = -1 * self. value if _data [ VALUE ][0] == ’-’ else self. value
157 self. value = ’ <1’ if self. value == ’0’ else self. value
158 self.stat = str(int( round ( float ( _data [ STATICVAL ]. lstrip (’-’)))))
159 self.stat = -1 * self.stat if _data [ STATICVAL ][0] == ’-’ else self.stat
160 self.stat = ’ <1’ if self.stat == ’0’ else self.stat
161 self.stat = ’[’+self.stat+’]’
162 values = []
163 values . append (self. protocol )
164 if self. linsign :
165 values . append (self. value )
166 if self. statsign :
167 values . append (self.stat)
168 self. mlabel = ’\\n’.join( values )
169 self. label = ’ ’.join( values )
170 if self. protocol == ’All ’ or self.prob:
171 self. style = ’bold ’
172 elif self.prob and self. linsign :
173 self. style = ’solid ’
174 else :
175 self. style = ’dotted ’
176 if self. protocol == ’All ’:
177 self. color = BROWN
178 elif self.prob:
179 self. color = GREEN
180 else :
181 self. color = BLACK
182 self. fontcolor = self. color
183 if self.sign:
184 Relation . signcount += 1
185 if self.prob:
186 Relation . probcount += 1
187 Relation . count += 1
188
189 def toDot (self ):
190 attrh = {’label ’: self.mlabel ,
191 ’style ’: self.style ,
192 ’color ’: self.color ,
193 ’fontcolor ’: self.fontcolor ,
194 ’labeldistance ’ : ’10 ’,
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195 ’style ’: self. style }
196 attrl = []
197 for k, v in attrh . iteritems ():
198 attrl . append (k + ’=" ’ + v + ’"’)
199 return (’ ’ + self.tail.id + ’ -> ’ + self.head.id +
200 ’ [’ + ’,’.join( attrl ) + ’];\n’)
201
202 def toMsc (self ):
203 attrh = {’label ’: self.label ,
204 ’linecolor ’: self.color ,
205 ’textcolor ’: self. fontcolor }
206 attrl = []
207 for k, v in attrh . iteritems ():
208 attrl . append (k + ’=" ’ + v + ’"’)
209 return (’ ’ + self.tail.id + ’ => ’ + self.head.id +
210 ’ [’ + ’,’.join( attrl ) + ’];\n’)
211
212 class Parser :
213 def __init__ (self , _filename ):
214 self. filename = _filename
215
216 def parseCsv (self ):
217 print " Parsing "+self. filename +"..."
218 f = open(self.filename , ’r’)
219 first = True
220 headings = ()
221 tests = {}
222 for line in f:
223 line = line. rstrip (’\r\n ’)
224 parts = line. split (’,’)
225 if first :
226 headings = parts
227 first = False
228 else :
229 data = {}
230 i = 0
231 for h in headings :
232 data[h] = parts [i]
233 i += 1
234 if not data[TEST] in tests .keys ():
235 tests [data[TEST ]] = Test(data[TEST ])
236 if not tests [data[TEST ]]. resolveNode (data[TAIL ]):
237 tests [data[TEST ]]. addNode (Node(data[TAIL ]))
238 if not tests [data[TEST ]]. resolveNode (data[HEAD ]):
239 tests [data[TEST ]]. addNode (Node(data[HEAD ]))
240 tests [data[TEST ]]. addRelation ( Relation ( tests [data[TEST ]], data ))
241 return tests
242
243 ### MAIN ###
244
245 print " Starting graph rendering script ..."
246
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247 parser = Parser ( SOURCEFILE )
248 tests = parser . parseCsv ()
249
250 print " Rendering graphs with DOT ..."
251
252 for testnumber , test in tests . iteritems ():
253 if CREATEDOT :
254 dotfile = DOTFILE . replace (’%t’,testnumber )
255 f = open( dotfile +’.dot ’, ’w’)
256 f. write (test. toDot ())
257 f. close ()
258 if RENDERDOT :
259 call ([ ’dot ’, ’-Tpng ’, ’-o’, dotfile +’.png ’, dotfile +’.dot ’])
260
261 if CREATEMSC :
262 mscfile = MSCFILE . replace (’%t’,testnumber )
263 f = open( mscfile +’.msc ’, ’w’)
264 f. write (test. toMsc ())
265 f. close ()
266 if RENDERMSC :
267 call ([ ’mscgen ’, ’-Tpng ’, ’-o’, mscfile +’.png ’, mscfile +’.msc ’])
268
269 print " Number of relationas : " + str( Relation . count )
270 print " being sign: " + str( Relation . signcount )
271 print " being prob: " + str( Relation . probcount )

Listing 9: Prepare DOT files from Statistical data to create communication graphs,
Python
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B. Full Regression Results

The Traffic Experiment rendered a lot of linearity analysis. In this appendix all the
non-zero results can be seen. The columns are explained below.

Test The Test number

Tx Transmitting Node

Rx Receiving Node

Protocol The network protocol used

k The calculated coefficient k in y = kx + m.

m The calculated value of m in y = kx + m

cc Correlation coefficient from the linear regression

prob The probability of randomness for the linear fitting

mean The mean of the measurement point (interesting for non-linear results)

Some numbers are emphasised. This means they passed the filtering of my analysis tool
and thus a part of the diagrams in the result review section in the report.

Test Tx Rx Protocol k m cc prob mean
1 172-17-255-255 MPRS All -0.0 1 -0.168 0.666 1
1 172-17-255-255 MPRS NB1 -0.0 1 -0.456 0.217 0
1 172-17-255-255 MPRS NB2 0.0 0 0.452 0.222 0
1 172-17-255-255 MPSN All -0.0 0 -0.786 0.012 0
1 172-17-255-255 MPSN NB2 -0.0 0 -0.786 0.012 0
1 172-22-201-255 MPAE All 0.0 0 0.259 0.501 0
1 172-22-201-255 MPAE NB1 0.0 0 0.456 0.217 0
1 172-22-201-255 MPAE NB2 0.0 0 0.173 0.656 0
1 172-22-201-255 MPDB All -0.0 0 -0.414 0.268 0
1 172-22-201-255 MPDB NB1 -0.0 0 -0.414 0.268 0
1 172-22-201-255 MPDB NB2 -0.0 0 -0.414 0.268 0
1 172-22-201-255 MPDC All -0.0 1 -0.381 0.311 1

Continued on next page
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continued from previous page
Test Tx Rx Protocol k m cc prob mean

1 172-22-201-255 MPDC NB1 -0.0 0 -0.456 0.217 0
1 172-22-201-255 MPDC NB2 -0.0 1 -0.143 0.714 1
1 172-22-201-255 MPVE All 0.0 0 0.365 0.334 0
1 172-22-201-255 MPVE NB2 0.0 0 0.433 0.244 0
1 MPAE MPDB All 0.1 65 0.530 0.143 67
1 MPAE MPDB NMX 0.0 26 0.851 0.004 28
1 MPAE MPDB RPC 0.0 17 0.261 0.498 18
1 MPAE MPDC All 166.8 −592 0.942 0.000 4744
1 MPAE MPDC CFID 0.1 0 0.520 0.152 2
1 MPAE MPDC MSSQL 167.1 −617 0.942 0.000 4728
1 MPAE MPDC NB1 0.0 0 0.456 0.217 0
1 MPAE MPDC NB3 -0.4 23 -0.578 0.103 11
1 MPAE MPRS All 2.9 13 0.883 0.002 106
1 MPAE MPRS NMX 2.4 0 0.881 0.002 74
1 MPAE MPRS RPC 0.3 6 0.846 0.004 16
1 MPAE MPVE All 1.2 3 0.822 0.006 43
1 MPAE MPVE NMX 0.6 −3 0.867 0.003 15
1 MPAE MPVE RPC 0.4 2 0.758 0.018 14
1 MPCL MPDB All 22.8 4775 0.238 0.537 5506
1 MPCL MPDB RDP 22.8 4775 0.238 0.537 5506
1 MPCL MPDC All 0.0 4 0.362 0.339 4
1 MPCL MPVE All 2.1 70 0.620 0.075 138
1 MPCL MPVE RDP 2.1 70 0.620 0.075 138
1 MPDB MPAE All 0.5 50 0.857 0.003 64
1 MPDB MPAE NMX 0.2 21 0.890 0.001 27
1 MPDB MPAE RPC 0.3 7 0.805 0.009 16
1 MPDB MPCL All 0.2 159 0.185 0.633 166
1 MPDB MPCL RDP 0.2 159 0.185 0.633 166
1 MPDB MPDC All -0.2 25 -0.245 0.526 18
1 MPDB MPDC CFID -0.0 4 -0.140 0.720 3
1 MPDB MPDC NB1 -0.0 0 -0.414 0.268 0
1 MPDB MPDC NB3 -0.1 5 -0.440 0.236 2
1 MPDB MPDC RPC -0.0 0 -0.174 0.654 0
1 MPDB MPRS All -1.6 148 -0.817 0.007 96
1 MPDB MPRS NMX -0.0 27 -0.225 0.560 27
1 MPDB MPRS RPC 0.0 20 0.191 0.623 20
1 MPDB MPVE All 2.0 45 0.742 0.022 110
1 MPDB MPVE NMX 0.1 21 0.260 0.499 24

Continued on next page
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continued from previous page
Test Tx Rx Protocol k m cc prob mean

1 MPDB MPVE RPC 0.1 16 0.234 0.545 19
1 MPDC MPAE All 53.1 −167 0.941 0.000 1533
1 MPDC MPAE CFID 0.2 0 0.520 0.152 5
1 MPDC MPAE MSSQL 53.4 −194 0.942 0.000 1513
1 MPDC MPAE NB3 -0.4 22 -0.603 0.086 11
1 MPDC MPCL All -0.0 14 -0.321 0.400 13
1 MPDC MPDB All -0.3 34 -0.263 0.495 25
1 MPDC MPDB CFID -0.1 7 -0.258 0.503 4
1 MPDC MPDB NB3 -0.1 5 -0.436 0.240 2
1 MPDC MPDB RPC -0.0 1 -0.176 0.650 0
1 MPDC MPRS All -0.5 45 -0.440 0.236 28
1 MPDC MPRS CFID -0.1 13 -0.258 0.503 9
1 MPDC MPRS NB1 -0.0 1 -0.456 0.217 0
1 MPDC MPRS NB2 -0.0 0 -0.456 0.217 0
1 MPDC MPRS NB3 -0.2 12 -0.439 0.237 6
1 MPDC MPVE All -0.3 43 -0.113 0.773 35
1 MPDC MPVE CFID -0.1 11 -0.195 0.614 7
1 MPDC MPVE RPC -0.0 1 -0.104 0.791 1
1 MPRS MPAE All 1.3 33 0.850 0.004 75
1 MPRS MPAE NMX 1.1 0 0.882 0.002 36
1 MPRS MPAE RPC 0.1 18 0.415 0.267 21
1 MPRS MPDB All -3.4 227 -0.841 0.004 119
1 MPRS MPDB NMX 0.0 27 0.222 0.566 27
1 MPRS MPDB RPC -0.2 22 -0.823 0.006 16
1 MPRS MPDC All -0.4 27 -0.442 0.234 16
1 MPRS MPDC CFID -0.0 3 -0.125 0.749 2
1 MPRS MPDC NB1 -0.0 1 -0.456 0.217 0
1 MPRS MPDC NB3 -0.2 14 -0.436 0.241 7
1 MPRS MPSN All 43.4 −202 0.560 0.117 1186
1 MPRS MPSN SNMPs 43.4 −202 0.560 0.117 1186
1 MPRS MPVE All 5.4 77 0.810 0.008 250
1 MPRS MPVE NMX 5.4 40 0.847 0.004 212
1 MPRS MPVE RPC 0.0 19 0.036 0.926 19
1 MPSN MPRS All 40.8 −188 0.560 0.117 1117
1 MPSN MPRS SNMPs 40.8 −188 0.560 0.117 1117
1 MPVE MPAE All -3.8 421 -0.112 0.774 300
1 MPVE MPAE NMX -3.8 370 -0.120 0.758 248
1 MPVE MPAE RPC 0.2 13 0.675 0.046 19
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1 MPVE MPAE SL -0.3 23 -0.137 0.725 14
1 MPVE MPCL All 0.2 48 0.335 0.377 53
1 MPVE MPCL RDP 0.2 48 0.335 0.377 53
1 MPVE MPDB All 3.6 46 0.870 0.002 162
1 MPVE MPDB NMX 0.1 25 0.533 0.139 28
1 MPVE MPDB RPC 0.0 18 0.241 0.532 20
1 MPVE MPDC All -0.3 45 -0.192 0.621 34
1 MPVE MPDC CFID -0.1 13 -0.274 0.475 8
1 MPVE MPDC MSSQL -0.0 0 -0.137 0.725 0
1 MPVE MPDC RPC -0.0 1 -0.104 0.791 0
1 MPVE MPRS All 9.6 169 0.964 0.000 477
1 MPVE MPRS NMX 9.6 128 0.962 0.000 436
1 MPVE MPRS RPC 0.0 20 0.102 0.793 20
2 172-17-255-255 MPRS All 0.0 2 0.567 0.319 2
2 172-17-255-255 MPRS NB2 0.0 0 0.567 0.319 0
2 172-17-255-255 MPSN All 0.0 0 0.447 0.450 0
2 172-17-255-255 MPSN NB2 0.0 0 0.447 0.450 0
2 172-22-201-255 MPAE All 0.0 0 0.530 0.358 0
2 172-22-201-255 MPAE NB1 0.0 0 0.530 0.358 0
2 172-22-201-255 MPAE NB2 0.0 0 0.530 0.358 0
2 172-22-201-255 MPDB All -0.0 1 -0.208 0.737 1
2 172-22-201-255 MPDB NB1 -0.0 1 -0.186 0.765 1
2 172-22-201-255 MPDC All -0.0 2 -0.530 0.358 1
2 172-22-201-255 MPDC NB2 -0.0 1 -0.530 0.358 0
2 172-22-201-255 MPVE All -0.0 0 -0.128 0.838 0
2 172-22-201-255 MPVE NB1 -0.0 0 -0.433 0.466 0
2 MPAE MPDB All -0.0 70 -0.042 0.947 70
2 MPAE MPDB NMX 0.0 28 0.523 0.365 28
2 MPAE MPDB RPC -0.0 22 -0.195 0.753 21
2 MPAE MPDC All 103.2 49 0.998 0.000 2526
2 MPAE MPDC CFID 0.2 −2 0.884 0.047 3
2 MPAE MPDC MSSQL 102.8 31 0.998 0.000 2499
2 MPAE MPDC NB1 0.0 0 0.530 0.358 0
2 MPAE MPDC NB3 -0.3 22 -0.533 0.354 15
2 MPAE MPDC RPC 0.0 0 0.884 0.047 0
2 MPAE MPRS All 1.4 57 0.766 0.131 90
2 MPAE MPRS NMX 1.1 27 0.829 0.083 52
2 MPAE MPRS RPC 0.2 15 0.599 0.286 19
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2 MPAE MPVE All 0.5 44 0.483 0.410 56
2 MPAE MPVE NMX 0.3 15 0.534 0.354 21
2 MPAE MPVE RPC 0.1 14 0.330 0.588 16
2 MPCL MPDB All 0.6 6332 0.149 0.811 6348
2 MPCL MPDB RDP 0.6 6332 0.149 0.811 6348
2 MPCL MPDC All 0.0 4 0.940 0.017 4
2 MPCL MPVE All 1.4 63 0.864 0.059 96
2 MPCL MPVE RDP 1.4 63 0.864 0.059 96
2 MPDB MPAE All 0.2 63 0.534 0.354 68
2 MPDB MPAE NMX 0.1 27 0.505 0.385 29
2 MPDB MPAE RPC 0.1 15 0.532 0.356 19
2 MPDB MPCL All -0.3 181 -0.853 0.066 175
2 MPDB MPCL RDP -0.3 181 -0.853 0.066 175
2 MPDB MPDC All -0.2 24 -0.249 0.687 20
2 MPDB MPDC CFID -0.0 1 -0.376 0.533 0
2 MPDB MPRS All -0.8 104 -0.517 0.372 86
2 MPDB MPRS NMX -0.0 27 -0.722 0.169 27
2 MPDB MPRS RPC 0.0 20 0.549 0.338 21
2 MPDB MPVE All 0.8 117 0.499 0.393 136
2 MPDB MPVE NMX 0.0 27 0.433 0.466 27
2 MPDB MPVE RPC -0.0 20 -0.215 0.728 19
2 MPDC MPAE All 33.5 25 0.998 0.000 830
2 MPDC MPAE CFID 0.5 −5 0.884 0.047 6
2 MPDC MPAE MSSQL 32.8 8 0.998 0.000 796
2 MPDC MPAE NB3 -0.3 21 -0.532 0.356 15
2 MPDC MPAE RPC 0.0 0 0.884 0.047 0
2 MPDC MPCL All -0.0 14 -0.393 0.513 13
2 MPDC MPDB All -0.3 26 -0.463 0.433 19
2 MPDC MPDB CFID -0.0 1 -0.765 0.132 1
2 MPDC MPRS All -0.7 99 -0.355 0.558 82
2 MPDC MPRS CFID -0.0 32 -0.072 0.909 31
2 MPDC MPRS NB3 -0.0 19 -0.289 0.638 19
2 MPDC MPRS RPC -0.0 1 -0.253 0.681 1
2 MPDC MPVE All 0.7 9 0.850 0.068 25
2 MPDC MPVE CFID 0.3 −2 0.860 0.062 4
2 MPDC MPVE NB3 -0.1 9 -0.433 0.466 6
2 MPDC MPVE RPC 0.0 0 0.884 0.047 0
2 MPRS MPAE All 0.6 58 0.649 0.236 71
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2 MPRS MPAE NMX 0.5 19 0.703 0.186 31
2 MPRS MPAE RPC -0.0 20 -0.128 0.838 20
2 MPRS MPDB All -1.7 135 -0.533 0.355 94
2 MPRS MPDB NMX -0.0 27 -0.680 0.207 26
2 MPRS MPDB RPC -0.1 17 -0.556 0.331 14
2 MPRS MPDC All -0.5 68 -0.362 0.549 55
2 MPRS MPDC CFID -0.0 12 -0.112 0.858 11
2 MPRS MPDC NB3 -0.0 22 -0.289 0.638 22
2 MPRS MPDC RPC -0.0 1 -0.275 0.655 0
2 MPRS MPSN All 32.6 1973 0.536 0.352 2755
2 MPRS MPSN SNMPs 32.6 1973 0.536 0.352 2755
2 MPRS MPVE All 4.9 113 0.950 0.013 231
2 MPRS MPVE NMX 5.0 69 0.952 0.012 189
2 MPRS MPVE RPC -0.1 23 -0.629 0.256 21
2 MPSN MPRS All 30.8 1856 0.537 0.350 2596
2 MPSN MPRS SNMPs 30.8 1856 0.537 0.350 2596
2 MPVE MPAE All 0.3 51 0.463 0.432 59
2 MPVE MPAE NMX 0.3 15 0.534 0.354 21
2 MPVE MPAE RPC 0.0 18 0.108 0.862 18
2 MPVE MPCL All 1.1 34 0.941 0.017 59
2 MPVE MPCL RDP 1.1 34 0.941 0.017 59
2 MPVE MPDB All 1.5 164 0.514 0.375 201
2 MPVE MPDB NMX 0.0 27 0.433 0.466 27
2 MPVE MPDB RPC -0.0 20 -0.215 0.728 19
2 MPVE MPDC All 0.5 6 0.847 0.070 18
2 MPVE MPDC CFID 0.2 0 0.814 0.094 3
2 MPVE MPDC NB1 -0.0 0 -0.433 0.466 0
2 MPVE MPDC NB3 -0.1 9 -0.433 0.466 6
2 MPVE MPDC RPC 0.0 0 0.884 0.047 0
2 MPVE MPRS All 9.6 152 0.966 0.007 382
2 MPVE MPRS NMX 9.5 110 0.965 0.008 339
2 MPVE MPRS RPC 0.0 21 0.510 0.380 22
3 172-17-255-255 MPRS All -0.0 2 -0.529 0.471 1
3 172-17-255-255 MPRS NB1 -0.0 2 -0.878 0.122 1
3 172-17-255-255 MPRS NB2 0.0 0 0.845 0.155 0
3 172-17-255-255 MPSN All -0.0 0 -0.683 0.317 0
3 172-17-255-255 MPSN NB2 -0.0 0 -0.683 0.317 0
3 172-22-201-255 MPDB All -0.0 1 -0.845 0.155 0
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3 172-22-201-255 MPDB NB1 -0.0 0 -0.845 0.155 0
3 172-22-201-255 MPDB NB2 -0.0 0 -0.845 0.155 0
3 172-22-201-255 MPDC All -0.0 2 -0.887 0.113 1
3 172-22-201-255 MPDC NB1 -0.0 1 -0.878 0.122 0
3 172-22-201-255 MPDC NB2 -0.0 1 -0.471 0.529 0
3 172-22-201-255 MPVE All 0.0 0 0.731 0.269 0
3 172-22-201-255 MPVE NB1 0.0 0 0.169 0.831 0
3 172-22-201-255 MPVE NB2 0.0 0 0.878 0.122 0
3 MPAE MPDB All 0.1 72 0.443 0.557 75
3 MPAE MPDB NMX 0.2 31 0.743 0.257 36
3 MPAE MPDB RPC -0.1 20 -0.746 0.254 18
3 MPAE MPDC All 57.3 −486 0.911 0.089 1118
3 MPAE MPDC CFID 0.1 1 0.507 0.493 2
3 MPAE MPDC MSSQL 57.8 −512 0.914 0.086 1104
3 MPAE MPDC NB3 -0.5 23 -0.677 0.323 10
3 MPAE MPRS All 2.4 22 0.968 0.032 90
3 MPAE MPRS NMX 2.1 −3 0.973 0.027 56
3 MPAE MPRS RPC 0.1 13 0.393 0.607 16
3 MPAE MPVE All 9.9 293 0.725 0.275 571
3 MPAE MPVE NMX 9.2 272 0.710 0.290 529
3 MPAE MPVE RPC 0.2 11 0.572 0.428 16
3 MPAE MPVE SL 0.4 −2 0.937 0.063 8
3 MPCL MPDB All 3.5 6221 0.968 0.032 6319
3 MPCL MPDB RDP 3.5 6221 0.968 0.032 6319
3 MPCL MPDC All -0.0 4 -0.683 0.317 4
3 MPCL MPVE All 0.7 68 0.601 0.399 87
3 MPCL MPVE RDP 0.7 68 0.601 0.399 87
3 MPDB MPAE All 0.3 61 0.665 0.335 71
3 MPDB MPAE NMX 0.3 31 0.683 0.317 39
3 MPDB MPAE RPC 0.1 9 0.566 0.434 11
3 MPDB MPCL All -0.2 187 -0.485 0.515 182
3 MPDB MPCL RDP -0.2 187 -0.485 0.515 182
3 MPDB MPDC All 0.3 17 0.744 0.256 26
3 MPDB MPDC CFID 0.1 1 0.664 0.336 3
3 MPDB MPDC NB1 -0.0 0 -0.845 0.155 0
3 MPDB MPDC NB3 -0.2 11 -0.845 0.155 5
3 MPDB MPDC RPC 0.0 0 0.611 0.389 0
3 MPDB MPRS All -1.2 120 -0.724 0.276 88
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3 MPDB MPRS NMX -0.0 27 -0.845 0.155 27
3 MPDB MPRS RPC -0.1 21 -0.678 0.322 19
3 MPDB MPVE All 1.1 101 0.676 0.324 131
3 MPDB MPVE NMX -0.0 27 -0.845 0.155 27
3 MPDB MPVE RPC 0.0 19 0.110 0.890 19
3 MPDC MPAE All 19.9 −135 0.914 0.086 421
3 MPDC MPAE CFID 0.1 2 0.507 0.493 6
3 MPDC MPAE MSSQL 20.3 −166 0.926 0.074 402
3 MPDC MPAE NB3 -0.5 22 -0.680 0.320 9
3 MPDC MPCL All -0.0 14 -0.134 0.866 14
3 MPDC MPDB All 0.5 23 0.803 0.197 37
3 MPDC MPDB CFID 0.1 4 0.343 0.657 6
3 MPDC MPDB NB3 -0.2 11 -0.845 0.155 5
3 MPDC MPDB RPC 0.0 0 0.661 0.339 1
3 MPDC MPRS All -0.8 74 -0.757 0.243 52
3 MPDC MPRS CFID -0.4 30 -0.651 0.349 20
3 MPDC MPRS NB1 -0.0 1 -0.878 0.122 1
3 MPDC MPRS NB2 -0.0 0 -0.878 0.122 0
3 MPDC MPRS NB3 -0.3 23 -0.845 0.155 14
3 MPDC MPVE All 0.1 10 0.260 0.740 13
3 MPDC MPVE CFID 0.0 1 0.188 0.812 1
3 MPDC MPVE NB3 0.0 4 0.169 0.831 5
3 MPDC MPVE RPC 0.0 0 0.878 0.122 0
3 MPRS MPAE All 1.0 43 0.948 0.052 71
3 MPRS MPAE NMX 0.9 6 0.963 0.037 31
3 MPRS MPAE RPC 0.0 20 0.051 0.949 20
3 MPRS MPDB All -2.3 168 -0.691 0.309 103
3 MPRS MPDB NMX -0.0 27 -0.845 0.155 27
3 MPRS MPDB RPC -0.2 19 -0.778 0.222 14
3 MPRS MPDC All -0.5 47 -0.777 0.223 32
3 MPRS MPDC CFID -0.1 8 -0.553 0.447 6
3 MPRS MPDC NB1 -0.0 2 -0.878 0.122 1
3 MPRS MPDC NB3 -0.3 26 -0.843 0.157 16
3 MPRS MPVE All 4.7 81 0.989 0.011 212
3 MPRS MPVE NMX 4.7 37 0.989 0.011 168
3 MPRS MPVE RPC 0.0 22 0.227 0.773 23
3 MPVE MPAE All 32.3 951 0.722 0.278 1854
3 MPVE MPAE NMX 29.9 935 0.692 0.308 1773
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3 MPVE MPAE RPC 0.1 16 0.381 0.619 18
3 MPVE MPAE SL 2.2 −17 0.932 0.068 43
3 MPVE MPCL All 0.3 38 0.682 0.318 47
3 MPVE MPCL RDP 0.3 38 0.682 0.318 47
3 MPVE MPDB All 2.1 133 0.683 0.317 192
3 MPVE MPDB NMX -0.0 27 -0.965 0.035 27
3 MPVE MPDB RPC 0.0 18 0.134 0.866 18
3 MPVE MPDC All 0.2 6 0.511 0.489 12
3 MPVE MPDC CFID 0.0 1 0.164 0.836 1
3 MPVE MPDC NB1 0.0 0 0.169 0.831 0
3 MPVE MPDC NB3 0.0 4 0.169 0.831 5
3 MPVE MPDC RPC 0.0 0 0.878 0.122 0
3 MPVE MPRS All 8.6 104 0.987 0.013 344
3 MPVE MPRS NMX 8.6 62 0.988 0.012 303
3 MPVE MPRS RPC -0.0 21 -0.357 0.643 20
4 172-17-255-255 MPRS All 0.0 0 nan nan 0
4 172-17-255-255 MPRS NB2 0.0 0 nan nan 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPAE All -0.1 1 -0.896 0.293 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPAE NB1 -0.0 0 -0.896 0.293 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPAE NB2 -0.1 1 -0.896 0.293 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPDB All -0.1 1 -0.832 0.374 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPDB NB1 -0.0 0 -0.832 0.374 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPDB NB2 -0.1 0 -0.832 0.374 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPDC All 0.0 0 0.896 0.293 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPDC NB2 0.0 0 0.896 0.293 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPVE All 0.1 0 0.832 0.374 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPVE NB1 0.0 0 0.832 0.374 0
4 172-22-201-255 MPVE NB2 0.1 0 0.832 0.374 0
4 MPAE MPDB All -0.0 78 -0.027 0.983 78
4 MPAE MPDB RPC -0.0 18 -0.027 0.983 18
4 MPAE MPDC All -136.4 4965 -0.965 0.170 4237
4 MPAE MPDC CFID -1.2 13 -0.603 0.588 7
4 MPAE MPDC MSSQL -127.7 4883 -0.970 0.157 4202
4 MPAE MPDC NB1 -0.0 0 -0.896 0.293 0
4 MPAE MPDC NB3 -1.1 12 -0.881 0.314 6
4 MPAE MPDC RPC -0.1 1 -0.832 0.374 0
4 MPAE MPRS All -2.0 200 -0.999 0.032 189
4 MPAE MPRS NMX -1.7 157 -0.947 0.208 148
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4 MPAE MPRS RPC -0.3 21 -0.388 0.746 20
4 MPAE MPVE All 1.8 765 0.598 0.592 775
4 MPAE MPVE NMX 3.1 690 0.873 0.324 707
4 MPAE MPVE RPC -0.8 24 -0.832 0.374 20
4 MPAE MPVE SL -0.5 29 -0.985 0.109 26
4 MPCL MPDB All 22.9 6279 0.691 0.514 6401
4 MPCL MPDB RDP 22.9 6279 0.691 0.514 6401
4 MPCL MPDC All -0.0 4 -0.064 0.959 4
4 MPCL MPVE All -0.8 115 -0.751 0.459 110
4 MPCL MPVE RDP -0.8 115 -0.751 0.459 110
4 MPDB MPAE All 0.1 78 0.184 0.882 78
4 MPDB MPAE NMX 0.0 45 0.832 0.374 45
4 MPDB MPAE RPC 0.0 12 0.125 0.920 12
4 MPDB MPCL All 1.8 169 0.426 0.720 178
4 MPDB MPCL RDP 1.8 169 0.426 0.720 178
4 MPDB MPDC All 0.5 37 0.123 0.921 40
4 MPDB MPDC CFID 0.5 0 0.999 0.033 2
4 MPDB MPDC NB1 -0.0 0 -0.832 0.374 0
4 MPDB MPDC NB3 -1.2 10 -0.832 0.374 3
4 MPDB MPDC RPC 0.2 0 0.896 0.293 0
4 MPDB MPRS All -0.3 67 -0.371 0.758 66
4 MPDB MPRS NMX 0.0 27 nan nan 27
4 MPDB MPRS RPC -0.3 21 -0.371 0.758 19
4 MPDB MPVE All -0.8 158 -0.814 0.395 154
4 MPDB MPVE NMX 0.0 27 nan nan 27
4 MPDB MPVE RPC -0.8 24 -0.832 0.374 20
4 MPDC MPAE All -61.6 1887 -0.967 0.164 1558
4 MPDC MPAE CFID -1.0 17 -0.388 0.746 12
4 MPDC MPAE MSSQL -51.8 1789 -0.981 0.125 1512
4 MPDC MPAE NB3 -1.1 12 -0.889 0.303 6
4 MPDC MPAE RPC -0.2 1 -0.832 0.374 0
4 MPDC MPCL All -0.6 19 -0.848 0.356 16
4 MPDC MPDB All 2.6 32 0.637 0.561 46
4 MPDC MPDB CFID 0.6 0 0.995 0.065 2
4 MPDC MPDB NB3 -1.2 10 -0.832 0.374 3
4 MPDC MPDB RPC 0.2 0 0.896 0.293 0
4 MPDC MPRS All -1.6 25 -0.832 0.374 17
4 MPDC MPRS CFID -1.4 11 -0.832 0.374 4
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4 MPDC MPVE All 2.3 5 0.956 0.190 17
4 MPDC MPVE CFID 0.1 0 0.953 0.197 1
4 MPDC MPVE NB3 1.2 1 0.832 0.374 7
4 MPDC MPVE RPC 0.3 0 0.896 0.293 0
4 MPRS MPAE All -1.0 113 -0.940 0.222 107
4 MPRS MPAE NMX -0.5 68 -0.992 0.078 66
4 MPRS MPAE RPC -0.5 23 -0.867 0.332 21
4 MPRS MPDB All -0.3 59 -0.958 0.185 57
4 MPRS MPDB NMX 0.0 27 nan nan 27
4 MPRS MPDB RPC -0.3 12 -0.958 0.185 11
4 MPRS MPDC All -0.7 12 -0.910 0.273 8
4 MPRS MPDC CFID -0.6 5 -0.832 0.374 1
4 MPRS MPVE All 0.0 367 0.065 0.959 367
4 MPRS MPVE RPC 0.0 22 0.065 0.959 22
4 MPVE MPAE All -4.0 2594 -0.772 0.439 2573
4 MPVE MPAE NMX 2.3 2359 0.816 0.392 2371
4 MPVE MPAE RPC -0.8 24 -0.832 0.374 20
4 MPVE MPAE SL -5.5 189 -0.981 0.125 160
4 MPVE MPCL All 0.0 54 nan nan 54
4 MPVE MPCL RDP 0.0 54 nan nan 54
4 MPVE MPDB All -0.8 240 -0.844 0.360 236
4 MPVE MPDB NMX -0.0 26 -0.064 0.959 26
4 MPVE MPDB RPC -0.8 24 -0.832 0.374 20
4 MPVE MPDC All 2.7 1 0.993 0.075 16
4 MPVE MPDC CFID 0.2 0 0.931 0.238 1
4 MPVE MPDC NB1 0.0 0 0.832 0.374 0
4 MPVE MPDC NB3 1.2 1 0.832 0.374 7
4 MPVE MPDC RPC 0.2 0 0.896 0.293 0
4 MPVE MPRS All -1.9 644 -0.996 0.059 634
4 MPVE MPRS NMX -1.8 602 -0.931 0.237 593
4 MPVE MPRS RPC -0.0 21 -0.064 0.959 21
5 172-17-255-255 MPRS All -0.0 1 -0.971 0.154 1
5 172-17-255-255 MPRS NB1 -0.0 2 -0.971 0.154 1
5 172-17-255-255 MPRS NB2 0.0 0 0.971 0.154 0
5 172-17-255-255 MPSN All -0.0 0 -0.693 0.512 0
5 172-17-255-255 MPSN NB2 -0.0 0 -0.693 0.512 0
5 172-22-201-255 MPAE All 0.0 0 0.971 0.154 0
5 172-22-201-255 MPAE NB1 0.0 0 0.971 0.154 0
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5 172-22-201-255 MPAE NB2 0.0 0 0.971 0.154 0
5 172-22-201-255 MPDB All 0.0 1 nan nan 1
5 172-22-201-255 MPDB NB1 0.0 0 nan nan 0
5 172-22-201-255 MPDC All -0.0 2 -0.973 0.149 1
5 172-22-201-255 MPDC NB1 -0.0 1 -0.971 0.154 0
5 172-22-201-255 MPDC NB2 -0.0 1 -0.718 0.490 1
5 172-22-201-255 MPVE All -0.0 0 -0.693 0.512 0
5 172-22-201-255 MPVE NB1 -0.0 0 -0.693 0.512 0
5 MPAE MPDB All 0.1 73 0.314 0.796 75
5 MPAE MPDB NMX 0.1 31 0.684 0.520 35
5 MPAE MPDB RPC -0.1 21 -0.832 0.374 19
5 MPAE MPDC All 69.7 693 0.948 0.206 2550
5 MPAE MPDC CFID 0.2 4 0.808 0.401 10
5 MPAE MPDC MSSQL 69.0 647 0.948 0.207 2487
5 MPAE MPDC NB1 0.0 0 0.971 0.154 0
5 MPAE MPDC NB3 -0.3 24 -0.506 0.662 16
5 MPAE MPDC RPC 0.0 0 0.416 0.727 1
5 MPAE MPRS All 2.2 79 0.673 0.530 138
5 MPAE MPRS NMX 1.9 55 0.687 0.518 105
5 MPAE MPRS RPC 0.1 12 0.507 0.661 16
5 MPAE MPVE All 9.2 269 0.704 0.503 515
5 MPAE MPVE NMX 8.4 239 0.697 0.509 464
5 MPAE MPVE RPC 0.3 8 0.898 0.290 16
5 MPAE MPVE SL 0.4 9 0.705 0.502 19
5 MPCL MPDB All -0.3 6257 -0.569 0.615 6249
5 MPCL MPDB RDP -0.3 6257 -0.569 0.615 6249
5 MPCL MPDC All -0.0 4 -0.693 0.512 4
5 MPCL MPVE All 0.8 69 0.657 0.544 90
5 MPCL MPVE RDP 0.8 69 0.657 0.544 90
5 MPDB MPAE All 0.3 60 0.633 0.564 69
5 MPDB MPAE NMX 0.3 30 0.684 0.521 37
5 MPDB MPAE RPC 0.0 10 0.397 0.740 11
5 MPDB MPCL All -0.4 185 -0.998 0.044 174
5 MPDB MPCL RDP -0.4 185 -0.998 0.044 174
5 MPDB MPDC All 0.2 16 0.928 0.243 21
5 MPDB MPDC CFID -0.0 1 -0.199 0.872 1
5 MPDB MPDC NB1 0.0 0 nan nan 0
5 MPDB MPDC NB3 0.0 11 nan nan 11
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5 MPDB MPRS All -1.1 125 -0.726 0.482 96
5 MPDB MPRS NMX -0.0 27 -0.971 0.154 27
5 MPDB MPRS RPC -0.0 21 -0.448 0.704 20
5 MPDB MPVE All 1.2 94 0.743 0.467 125
5 MPDB MPVE NMX -0.0 27 -0.693 0.512 27
5 MPDB MPVE RPC 0.1 17 0.979 0.130 20
5 MPDC MPAE All 23.4 538 0.799 0.411 1162
5 MPDC MPAE CFID 0.2 11 0.502 0.665 18
5 MPDC MPAE MSSQL 22.6 475 0.799 0.411 1079
5 MPDC MPAE NB3 -0.3 23 -0.497 0.669 15
5 MPDC MPAE RPC 0.0 0 0.475 0.685 1
5 MPDC MPCL All 0.1 13 0.795 0.415 15
5 MPDC MPDB All 0.0 25 0.348 0.774 25
5 MPDC MPDB CFID -0.0 2 -0.971 0.154 1
5 MPDC MPDB NB3 0.0 11 nan nan 11
5 MPDC MPRS All -0.6 67 -1.000 0.005 50
5 MPDC MPRS CFID -0.1 13 -0.171 0.891 12
5 MPDC MPRS NB1 -0.0 1 -0.971 0.154 1
5 MPDC MPRS NB2 -0.0 0 -0.971 0.154 0
5 MPDC MPRS NB3 -0.4 31 -0.674 0.529 20
5 MPDC MPVE All -0.7 61 -0.434 0.714 43
5 MPDC MPVE CFID -0.2 14 -0.315 0.796 10
5 MPDC MPVE NB3 -0.1 7 -0.693 0.512 3
5 MPDC MPVE RPC -0.0 0 -0.277 0.821 0
5 MPRS MPAE All 1.0 60 0.705 0.502 86
5 MPRS MPAE NMX 0.8 25 0.666 0.536 46
5 MPRS MPAE RPC 0.1 19 0.978 0.134 21
5 MPRS MPDB All -2.2 177 -0.692 0.514 119
5 MPRS MPDB NMX -0.0 27 -0.774 0.437 27
5 MPRS MPDB RPC -0.1 20 -0.670 0.533 16
5 MPRS MPDC All -0.5 42 -0.991 0.083 30
5 MPRS MPDC CFID 0.0 3 0.187 0.880 4
5 MPRS MPDC NB1 -0.0 2 -0.971 0.154 1
5 MPRS MPDC NB3 -0.4 26 -0.889 0.303 16
5 MPRS MPVE All 4.6 73 1.000 0.004 196
5 MPRS MPVE NMX 4.6 30 1.000 0.015 153
5 MPRS MPVE RPC 0.0 22 0.210 0.865 22
5 MPVE MPAE All 31.1 905 0.700 0.506 1733
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5 MPVE MPAE NMX 28.5 810 0.698 0.508 1571
5 MPVE MPAE RPC 0.2 14 0.984 0.115 19
5 MPVE MPAE SL 2.3 63 0.700 0.507 124
5 MPVE MPCL All 0.3 37 0.693 0.512 45
5 MPVE MPCL RDP 0.3 37 0.693 0.512 45
5 MPVE MPDB All 2.1 123 0.719 0.489 180
5 MPVE MPDB NMX -0.0 27 -0.949 0.204 27
5 MPVE MPDB RPC 0.1 17 0.979 0.130 20
5 MPVE MPDC All -0.5 43 -0.422 0.723 31
5 MPVE MPDC CFID -0.1 6 -0.433 0.715 4
5 MPVE MPDC NB1 -0.0 0 -0.693 0.512 0
5 MPVE MPDC NB3 -0.1 7 -0.693 0.512 3
5 MPVE MPDC RPC -0.0 0 -0.277 0.821 0
5 MPVE MPRS All 8.7 99 0.992 0.082 330
5 MPVE MPRS NMX 8.7 56 0.993 0.077 288
5 MPVE MPRS RPC -0.0 21 -0.352 0.771 21
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